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Abstract 
This thesis assesses the ownership effect of three UK airports 
groups using both the CRS cross-sectional model for Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and the Malmquist TFP index model. 
In the UK there are two fully private airports groups, BAA Limited 
and TBI PLC, and one state-owned airports group, Manchester 
Airport PLC. It is found that two privately-owned airports groups are 
more efficient in accordance with the performance of both estimation 
models. Moreover, delays do not have a great influence in evaluatIng 
the technical efficiency and productivity change. 
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Term Description 
BCC Banker, Charnes and Cooper: it has been called as the VRS model. 
CCR Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes: it has been called as the CRS model 
CRS Constant Returns to Scale: when twice as much of input is used, 
there is twice as much output. 
DEA Data Envelopment Analysis: non-parametric methodology to 
estimate efficiency. 
DMU Decision Making Unit: decider who has the fmal decision. 
EFFCH Efficiency Change: the mean of each DMU's efficiency change. 
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TECHCH Technical Change: the degree of technical innovation. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Since the middle of 1980s, the UK government has entrusted the state-owned 
monopolistic industries such as natural gas, electricity supply and airports to private 
companies or shareholders. The purpose of privatisation may be either to fulfil the 
financial requirements or to increase the efficiency of management (Martin and Roman, 
2001). After the privatisation, there has been a gradual growth in the outputs. For 
example, the productivity of British gas industry has been improved (Price and 
Weyman-Jones, 1994) and the number of passengers and aircraft movements of the UK 
airports has been increased steadily, according to Figure 1.1 and 1.21. 
Since 1986, the privatisation of UK airports has been accelerated because of new 
Airport Act. The Airport Act in 1986 granted Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) a right to 
control UK airports. The airports of which annual turnover has been excess GBP 1 
I Bntish Airport Authonty (BAA) has been pnvatlsed by the Airport Act, since 1986 
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<Figure 1.1> Passenger number before and after privatisation 
1970 1980 
Source CIVIl AVlatzon Authorzty (CAA) 
1986 1990 
Year 
2000 
<Figure 1 2> Aircraft movements before and after privatisation 
1970 1980 1986 1990 
Year 
Source Centre for the Study of Regulated IndustrIes (CRI) 
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2000 
2010 
2010 
million for two or three years are under the regulation of CAA, according to the section 
41 in the Airports Act 1986. These airports in England, Scotland and Wales, for instance, 
are required to have permission from CAA when they need to increasing the operational 
charges or fees of the airports. 
The purposes of this Act are to promote the minimisation of restrictions and further 
investment for new infrastructures or extending facilities of airports with private funds. 
Moreover, increasing the efficiency and operational profits of airports is another 
purpose (section 41 in the Airports Act 1986). In addition, the Act 1986 for airports 
deregulation has accelerated the privatisation progress of the British airports. 
In 1987, BAA Limited was privatised by passing of the Airports Act and recently 
in Jun 2006 BAA was bought by Ferrovial, the Spanish construction companies. BAA 
which has managed a few major airports inside and outside the UK is the owner of 
seven British airports- Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Southampton, Glasgow, Edinburgh 
and Aberdeen. Additionally, BAA has extended its operation territories into global 
airports, managing Baltimore-Washington Airport, Boston (Logan) Airport and 
Pittsburgh Airport in America and BAA has sixty-five per cent shares of Naples Airport 
in Italy. 
The owner of Manchester Airport PLC is the Council of the City of Manchester 
12 
which possesses fifty-five per cent shares of this group. In other words, Manchester 
airports group is not effective, but nominal PLC. This group has become the biggest 
state-owned operator in the UK, purchasing others three British airports- Bournemouth, 
Humberside and Nottingham East Midlands in 2001. Manchester airport has been also 
the forth British airport in terms of the nurnber of passengers and aircraft movements. 
TBI PLC was built in March 1994 and in 2004 bought by Airport Concessions and 
Development Limited (ACDLi. Interestingly, TBI is composed of three different local 
airports in the UK, i.e. Belfast International in North Ireland, Cardiff International in 
Wales and London Luton in England. 
2 The owners of ACDL are two Spanish compames. 
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1.2 Motivation 
First of all, there are three questions for this research: Is there any merit of 
privatisation or efficiency differential between privatised and state-owned UK airports 
groups? Which methodology is suitable for evaluating the ownership effect? The factor, 
punctuality, affects the performance of airports efficiency? 
Firstly, the question related to the privatisation effect has been one of controversial 
and common questions in the economics. Some studies on the relationship between 
ownership type and efficiency assess that the privatised firms are more efficient (Button 
and Weyman-Jones, 1994; Price and Weyman-Jones, 1996; Pels et al., 2003; Barros and 
Dieke, 2007; Fung et al., 2008; Rezvanian et al , 2008), while others demonstrate that 
there is no or rare effect of privatisation (Truitt and Esler, 1996; Parker, 1999; Oum and 
Vu, 2004; Lin and Hong, 2006). On the other hand, there has been research on the 
positive effect of public firms or regulated private firms (pescatrice and Trapani III, 
1980; Atkinson and Halvorsen, 1986; Hjalmarsson and Veiderpass, 1992; Chen et al., 
2005). 
Studies on the privatisation effect of airports address the merits and importance of 
airports managed by individual companies. According to Truitt and Esler (1996), 
pnvately-owned airports may not only be more efficient than state-owned airports in 
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terms of operation, but also have an advantage to get the financial support from 
investors to build or enlarge the infrastructures. Pels et al. (2001) also illustrate that 
public airports are inefficient, since the operators of state-owned airport tend to have no 
motive to manage efficiently. 
In the United Kingdom there are broadly three airports groups of public limited 
company (PLC) - British Airport Authority (BAA) Limited3, Manchester Airport PLC 
and TBI PLC. Both BAA Limit and TBI PLC are under the perfect privatisation, while 
Manchester PLC is the UK-owned airports group. Then, the efficiency of privately-
owned airports groups (BAA Limited and TBI PLC) is higher than the state-owned 
group (Manchester Airport PLC)? 
Secondly, two methodologies have been applied to estimate the efficiency or 
productivity of Decision Making Units (DMUs). One is Data Envelopment Analysis 
(DEA), the o~er is Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA). Both methods consist of cross-
sectional models and panel data models. Then, which methodology and models are 
suited for estimating the efficiency differential between the three airports groups? 
Finally, punctuality such as delays can influence the profits and reputation of an 
airport. Because of delays, airline passengers have paid a great deal of time cost and the 
3 In August 2006, the status of the airports group IS changed from BAA PLC to BAA 
Limited 
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fame of airport would be damaged (Martin and Roman, 2001). Then, the variable of 
punctuality or delays affects the performance of airports productivity or efficiency? 
16 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation of this thesis. The main 
subjects of this research are to evaluate the ownership effect of UK airports groups, to 
employ the suitable methodology and model, and to check the influence of punctuality. 
Previous studies on the technical efficiency and productivity of airports are illustrated in 
Chapter 2. Each section shows the major topics and results of the studies in accordance 
with used methods and models. 
Chapter 3 explains the merits and drawbacks of two methods, DEA and SFA. Since 
two methods consist of two models (the cross-sectional model and panel data model), 
each section introduces the main idea and features of the models. The empirical results 
of this thesis are demonstrated in Chapter 4. This Chapter provides the answers of the 
three questions asked in section 1.2. Chapter 5 investigates the contributions of this 
study and suggests further research. 
17 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
ON AIRPORT EFFICIENCY 
2.1 Introduction 
Previous studies on the efficiency performance and productivity of airports tend to 
apply two types of methods, DEA and SFA, which are commonly based on the frontier 
estimating approach. DEA which employs linear programming techniques represents a 
non-parametric method, while SFA which is based on the econometrics estimation is a 
parametric method. Since both methods adopt dissimilar approach to a frontier, it is 
difficult to propose which one is a superior method. 
However, a greater part of those studies on airports efficiency employ not SFA, 
but DEA method because of the disadvantages of SFA SFA not only requires the 
assumption of a functional form and the error terms components beforehand, but also 
has different results, according to the used type of function. Moreover, the cross-
sectional models for SFA cannot show the efficiency result of each DMU. On the 
18 
contrary, DEA does not require any functional form and distributional supposition of 
error components. In addition, DEA can control mUltiple inputs and multiple outputs 
without aggregation of variables. 
Both DEA and SF A methods are broadly composed of two models, cross-sectional 
model and panel data model. The point of cross-sectional model is to estimate the 
efficiency of DMUs at one point in time, whilst panel data model is to show the 
variation of efficiency or productivity of DMUs during the time periods Two models, 
the CRS model and the VRS model, represent cross-sectional models for DEA and the 
Malmquist index model represents the panel data model for DEA. The CRS model's 
DMUs are under the assumption of constant returns to scale, while the VRS model's 
DMUs are under the assumption of variance returns to scale. In other worlds, the CRS 
model is suitable for long-term data analyses and the VRS model is proper for relatively 
short-term data analyses (Malighettie et aI., 2007). Furthermore, the production or cost 
translog function and OLS regression models also have been used for evaluating 
airports efficiency and performance (pels et al., 2001, 2003; Barros, 2008). 
Studies on the efficiency and productivity change of airports can be divided into 
two parts in accordance with employed models, cross-sectional model and panel data 
model. Although most studies on airports efficiency employ different variables and 
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models, there are common purposes of research and similar results. The common 
objectives of the studies are as follows: estimating the efficiency of airports, assessing 
the privatisation effect of airports, and comparing the efficiency deferential between 
large airports and small airports. 
However, there are controversial results and analyses in these studies. Parker 
(1999) and Lin and Hong (2006) illustrate that there is no relationship between the 
privatised airports and public airports, while Barros and Dieke (2007), Malighetti et ai, 
(2007), and Fung et al. (2008) demonstrate that privately-owned airports are more 
efficient than state-owned airports. Pels et al. (2001) and Lin and Hong (2006) show 
that there is no relationship between scale efficiency and airports size, whilst there is 
proportion relationship between them according to Barros and Dieke (2007) and 
Malighetti et al (2007). 
The purpose of this Chapter is to estimate and to compare the main point and 
performance of those studies which evaluate the efficiency of airports. Section 2. I 
summarises the applied models and introduces the objective of research. In Section 2.2 
the review of literature based on the cross-sectional models is illustrated and the review 
of literature based on the Malmquist index model is investigated in section 2.3. The 
performances and results of each research are analysed III Section 2.4. Finally, section 
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2.5 summarises the purposes and results of the literatures. 
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2.2 Literature Review of Estimating the Efficiency of Airports: 
a cross-sectional model 
OiIlen and Lall (1997) firstly apply two cross-sectional models for DEA, the CRS 
model and the VRS model, to estimate the technical efficiency of airports. The 
efficiency of21 airports in the United States is estimated during the period 1989-1993. 
The main objective is to compare the efficiency differential between two services, 
tenninal services and airline movements. Two models are in substance as follows: one is 
for estimating the efficiency of tenninal service, the other is for evaluating the 
efficiency of aircraft movements. The tenninal service model is composed of two 
outputs (number of passengers and pounds of cargo) and six inputs (number of runways, 
gate, employees, baggage collection belts, public parking spots and tenninal area). Two 
outputs (air carrier movements and commuter movements) and four inputs (airport and 
runway area, number of runways and employees) are used for the aircraft movement 
model. These two models classification adopted by OiIlen and Lall (1997) is the typical 
model for studies on the efficiency of airports. For example, Pels et al. (2001, 2003) and 
Malighetti et al. (2007) employ these two models. Moreover, the output-oriented DEA 
model which is a model to maximise the outputs using given inputs is used. According 
to the results, tenninal services are relatively more efficient than aircraft movement in 
22 
terms of technical efficiency. 
Parker (1999) tries to verify the privatisation effect of the UK airports comparing 
the result of efficiency change before and after privatisation, since British Airports 
Authority (BAA) was privatised in 1986. To evaluate the efficiency of 22 UK airports, 
the Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) model is employed, for the Constant Returns to 
Scale (CRS) model is under the less realistic assumption than VRS model. Two outputs 
(number of passenger and weight of cargo including mail) and three inputs (number of 
employment, the capital stock variable and total operating cost) are used. Two models 
which are developed to confIrm the effect of airports privatisation are as follows: one is 
to derive the efficiency of only BAA's six airports (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, 
Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Aberdeen), the other is to assess the efficiency differential 
between BAA's airports and others during the period 1988-1997. According to the 
results, not only there is no distinct efficiency change before and after privatisation, but 
also the type of airport ownership does not play an important role in technical efficiency. 
In spite of the privatisation in 1986, only few airports ofBAA (Heathrow and Glasgow) 
are relatively efficient. Indeed, lots of state-owned airports (Manchester, Exeter, 
Newcastle, and Blackpool) show higher efficiency than the privately-owned airports. 
The efficiency of 34 European airports for the period between 1995 and 1997 is 
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estimated by Pels et al. (2001). The main purpose is to analyse both the technical 
efficiency and scale efficiency using VRS model for DEA. Stochastic Frontier Analysis 
(SFA) method is also used to reproduce the results of DEA. Indeed, SFA plays an 
assistant role in confirming the results of DEA. Furthermore, the input-oriented 
efficiency model which is to minimise the inputs using given outputs is applied. Since 
few airports are under the regulation of government (e.g. regulations on the maximised 
number of passengers or aircraft movements), the output-oriented model is not applied. 
The data model introduced by GIllen and Lall (1997) is employed for the analyses of 
technical efficiency and scale efficiency. The first model (PAX, the number of 
passengers) is to estimate the terminals efficiency and the second model (ATM, air 
transport movements) is to assess the efficiency of aircraft movements. The former 
model uses one output (number of passengers) and five inputs (terminal size, number of 
aircraft parking position, remote aircraft parking position, check-in desk and baggage 
claims). One output (air transport movements) and four inputs (airports area, length of 
runway, number of aircraft parking position and remote parking positions) are used in 
the latter model. The results illustrate that most airports are under the Increase Returns 
to Scale (IRS) and there is no relationship between scale efficiency and airports size. 
However, Cobb-Douglas production function is used with few variables so that more 
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complex functions are needed with more inputs and outputs. 
Bazargan and Vasigh (2003) try to examine the efficiency differential between 
three hub airports groups. The forty-five US airports are divided into three hub airports 
groups according to the classification system of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). 
If an airport which has managed over one per cent of total passengers in a country, it is 
defmed as a large hub airport. The medium and small hub airport is defmed as the one 
which has managed between 0.99 and 0.25 per cent of passengers and between 0.24 and 
0.05 per cent of passengers, respectively. The unique feature of the research is the 
adopted inputs and outputs which consist of both financial and physical variables. Six 
outputs (number of passengers, air carrier movements, and other movements, 
aeronautical revenue, non-aeronautical revenue and percentage of on time operations) 
and four inputs (operation expenses, non-operation expenses, number of runways and 
gates) are used. Additionally, it is suggested that the CRS model is suitable for raking of 
the airports. Unlike the VRS model, the CRS model is under the assumption of constant 
returns to scale so there is less number of efficient airports. That is, the CRS model is 
useful to search for an airport what is called a super efficient airport. The result shows 
that the small hub airports are relatively more efficient than middle and large hub 
airports. The small hub airports group is maximum 33 per cent more efficient than large 
25 
hub airports for the period from 1996 to 2000. 
The efficiency of 67 Japan airports is evaluated by Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004). 
All airports in Japan are divided into four groups: international, domestic, regional 
airline airports and other airline airports. The purpose is to assess the efficiency degree 
of the regional airports group. Wlule the CRS and VRS model are applied, the CRS 
model is finally deployed using input-oriented estimation. Despite the perfect efficiency 
under the VRS model, few airports have proVIded relatively less outputs using more 
inputs according to the result of VRS model. Not only the technical efficiency of VRS 
model tends to be overestimated, but the scale efficiency of VRS model tends to be 
underestimated. Bazargan and Vasigh (2003) also apply not the VRS model, but the 
CRS model on account of simIlar reason. Three outputs (passenger volume, cargo 
handling and aircraft movement) and four inputs (runway length, terminal size, access 
cost and number of employees) are used. The result shows that the airports for 
international airlines are fully efficient, while the airports for regional airline 
transportation are inefficient. 
Lin and Hong (2006) address the productivity and efficiency of twenty world's 
major airports, using the CRS and VRS model. Twelve hypotheses are introduced for 
four main questions related to airports efficiency. The questions are about the effect of 
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privatisation of airports, the operational differential between large airports and small 
airports, the operational differential between hub airports and non-hub airports, and the 
operational differential between airports in developed countries and airports in 
developing countries. Twenty airports are divided into two, three or four groups 
according to each hypothesis. Three airports groups (private, public and mixed private 
and public airports) and two groups (large and small airports) are used to assess the 
ownership effect and size effect, respectively. Especially, the standard of airports size 
follows the units of traffic transported (UT)4. Twenty airports are also divided into two 
hub airports groups (hub or non-hub airports) in accordance with the flights frequency, 
direct flights, and international flights. Two factors of outputs (number of passengers 
and movements) and five inputs (number of employees, runways, parking spaces, 
baggage collection belts and number of aprons) are deployed. According to the results, 
not only there is no efficiency difference between private airports and public airports, 
but also no clear efficiency difference between large airports and small airports is found. 
On the other hand, the operational performance differential between hub airports and 
non-hub airports is considerable. There is also a wide efficiency difference between 
airports in developed countries and developing countries. 
4 UT IS the number of passengers plus kIlograms of freight/lOOO 
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Barros and Dieke (2007) apply both CRS and VRS model for DEA to examine the 
efficiency onl Italian airports during the period 2001-2003. The purpose of research is 
to identify the privatisation effect of airports and to validate the relationship between 
airports scale and efficiency. The 31 airports are categorised into two groups (large and 
small airports) in accordance with the assets value of airports. Six outputs (munber of 
planes, passengers, cargo, and aeronautical receipts, handling receipts and commercial 
receipts) and three inputs (labour costs, capital invested and operational costs) are used, 
applying the output-oriented estimation model. Most Italian airports are also under the 
heterogeneity, since the differential between mean and standard deviation of used 
variables is significant. Especially, three hypotheses are employed to estimate the 
efficiency and ranking of airports. There are ten private airports in Italy so the efficiency 
performance of the ten airports is compared with the efficiency of ten public airports. 
According to the results, the airports under fully private management are more efficient 
than partially private airports. In addition, there is a positive relationship between 
airports scale and efficiency so large airports are more efficient than small airports 
because of the economies of scale. 
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2.3 Literature Review of Evaluating the Efficiency of Airports: 
a panel data model 
The efficiency changes and perfonnance of 22 United States airports during the 
period 1989-1993 are assessed by Gillen and LaIl (2001). The objective of research is to 
examine a primary factor which causes productivity changes across airports, adopting 
the Malmquist Total Factor Productivity (TFP) index model. The notion of productivity 
changes represents the cumulative efficiency changes between two time periods. The 
Malmquist index model is useful to identifY the source of inefficiency, since it is 
composed of two productivity change components (efficiency change and technical 
change). Gillen and Lall (2001) also suggest that it is possible to develop a concise 
strategy in accordance with the results. For instance, if the efficiency change score of an 
airport is zero and there is a positive result in technical change, the increased efficiency 
is due to developed technology. The Malmquist index model is applied to derive the 
efficiency of tenninal services and aircraft movements. Two outputs (number of 
passengers and pounds of cargo) and six inputs (number of runways, gates, employees, 
baggage coIlection belts, public parking spots and tenninal area) are used to estimate the 
efficiency of tenninal services. To assess the perfonnance of aircraft movements, two 
outputs (air carrier movements and commuter movements) and four Inputs (airport and 
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runway area, number of runways and employees) are used According to the results, 
there is no relationship between terminal efficiency and aircraft movement efficiency. 
That is, although the terminal efficiency of an airport is perfect, the aircraft movement 
efficiency is not necessarily efficient. 
Abbott and Wu (2002) demonstrate the efficiency and productivity change of 12 
largest airports in Australia during the period 1989-2000. Two outputs (number of 
passengers and the amount of freight cargo in tons) and three inputs (the number of staff 
employed, capital stock, and runway length) are used, applying the Malmquist index 
model. Input-oriented estimation model is used, for outputs are considered to be out of 
controls. The results Illustrate that the efficiency degree of total factor productivity 
(TFP) has been increased considerably for the applied period. There is also no 
efficiency change before and after the privatisation in terms of TFP and technical 
Malighetti et al. (2007) estimate the efficiency of 34 Italian airports for the period 
2005-2006, applying both cross-sectional models for DEA (CRS model and VRS 
model) and panel data model (the Malmquist index model). The airports are divided into 
5 Although 12 major airports had been managed by the Federal Airports CorporatIOn 
(FAC), the airports have been pnvatised SInce 1997. 
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four groups (from A to D) in accordance with the standard EU classification6. Four 
groups are as follows: group A (Great European Airports which have above ten millions 
number of passengers), B (National Airports having between ten and five millions 
passenger), C (Great Regional Airports having between five and one million passenger) 
and D (Small Regional Airports which have under one million number of passenger). 
Additionally, the input-oriented DEA model is employed, for it is supposed that airports 
managers cannot control the level of outputs. Two analysis models (yearly number of 
aircraft movements and yearly number of passenger movements) adopted by Gillen and 
Lall (1997, 2001) are applied. One output (number of aircraft movements) and three 
inputs (number of aircraft parking position, total length of runways, and airport area) are 
used for the former model (aircraft movements). The latter model (passenger 
movements) uses one output (number of passenger movement) and five inputs (the 
yearly number of aircraft movement, terminal surface, check-in desks number, number 
of aircraft parking position and number of lines for baggage claim). The results show 
that large airports are fully efficient in proportion to its scale, while the airports tend to 
be under the decreasing returns to scale (DRS). For instance, two major airports in the 
group A are under the DRS even if the airports are completely efficient so that a strategy 
6 It is related to yearly passenger numbers 
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reducing average cost is suggested to reduce total cost. Furthenuore, the efficiency of 
private airports is higher than public ones in tenus of aircraft movements. 
The productivity change of 25 China airports for the period 1995-2004 is 
investigated by Fung et al. (2008). Both the CRS model and the Malmuist index model 
are employed with the output-oriented estimation, since the input variables are assumed 
to be quasi-fixed. Indeed, it takes long time to rebuild or extend the scale of 
infrastructures such as number of runway, aircraft parking position and airports area. 
Three outputs (number of passengers, aircraft movements, and cargo throughput) and 
two capital inputs (length of runways and terminal size) are used. Especially, labour 
variable is not included because of insufficient data of sample airports. The land of 
China and total used airports are divided into six regions and three groups (international 
hub, regional hub and non-hub) to assess the location effect of airports and the effect of 
hub-airports, respectively. Three international hubs, five regional hubs and 17 non-hub 
airports are used. There are two types of results, according to the applied models, the 
CRS model and the Malmquist index model. The results of both models focus on three 
points: airports location effect, status related to hub-airport idea and airports ownership 
effect. According to the results of the CRS cross-sectional model, from 1995 to 2004 the 
effiCiency of Chmese airports increases almost Sixty-five per cent. Most airports depend 
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on their geographical location so the airports in the southwest are more efficient than the 
airports in the northeast (the maximum efficiency difference is almost sixty per cent). 
An international hub airport is also about fifty per cent more efficient than non-hub 
airports. In addition, the private airports which are defined as being able to exchange 
their shares show higher efficiency scores (from ten to twenty per cent) than public 
airports. The results of Malmquist model are similar to the CRS model. The productivity 
growth of airports in the south area is relatively higher than the airports in the northeast. 
International hub airports also show better productivity scores than regional hub and 
non-hub airports groups. Furthermore, the productivity growth of privately-owned 
airports groups is almost twenty per cent higher than state-owned airports. Indeed, the 
privatisation of airports has a positive effect on the technical efficiency and productivity. 
Barros (2008) tries to estimate the efficiency of 27 UK airports during the period 
2000-2005, applying the stochastic cost frontier model. The UK airports are divided into 
three groups according to the ownership: British Airport Authority (BAA) Limited, 
Manchester Airport PLC and TBI PLC. BAA and TBI are private airports groups, while 
Manchester Airport is a state-owned group. Both random cost frontier model and non-
random cost frontier model are employed, using the translog function. The used 
variables are that operational cost (dependent variable), workers price (total wages), 
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price of capital-premises (measured by the amortisations), price of capital-investment 
(measured by the cost of long-term investment), passengers number, and aircraft 
movements. According to the results of both cost frontier models, the efficiency score of 
two privately-owned airports groups (BAA and TB!) is higher than public airports group 
(Manchester Airport PLC). Moreover, there is negative relationship between airports 
scale and efficiency. The results of heterogenous and random frontier modd illustrate 
that relatively small size airports (Luton, Newcastle and Leeds) are fully or more 
efficient than larger airports, while the largest airports such as Heathrow, Gatwick and 
Manchester rank the lowest position8• That is, the cost efficiency of small airports are 
higher than large airports. 
7 Not homogeneous translog frontIer model, but heterogenous frontier function IS 
employed 
8 The scale of aIrports are categorIsed accordIng to the number of passengers and 
employees number 
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2.4 Estimation and Analyses of the Literature 
Most studies on evaluating the efficiency or productivity growth of airports have 
focused on assessing the effect of airports ownership (private ownership, public 
ownership and mixed private and public ownership), scale efficiency of airports (CRS, 
IRS and DRS), and the relationship between airports size and efficiency. In spite of the 
advantages of Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) method, those studies on the 
efficiency performance of airports employ both the cross-sectional models (CRS model 
and VRS model) and panel data model (the Malmquist index model) for Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method. 
To assess the diverse effects such as privatisation effect, scale efficiency effect of 
airports, and airports size effect, airports are divided into a few groups. For example, 
airports can be categorised into two or four groups in accordance with the ownership 
type (Lin and Hong, 2006; Barros, 2008) and yearly passenger numbers (Bazargan and 
Vasigh, 2003; Malighetti et ai, 2007). Especially, classifying the airports into a few 
groups is useful to analyse hypotheses. 
There have been lots of studies on the ownership effect of airport, since the 
efficiency differential between privately-owned airports and public airports can affect 
government's policy (Martin and Roman, 2001). The scale efficiency of airports also 
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plays an important role in the cost strategy, since if an airport is under the DRS the 
average cost needs to be dropped. Moreover, the relationship between efficiency and 
airports size or scale is addressed. 
2.4.1 Ownership Effect of Airports 
Whether the privatised airports are more efficient than partially privatised airports 
and public airports has been one of the controversial topics. However, there is no 
unified result which ownership type is better on account of the heterogeneous 
circumstances of each airport and economic growth of each country (Yoshida and 
Fujirnoto, 2004; Lin and Hong, 2006). Unlikely the privatised airports such as BAA and 
TBI in the UK, for instance, the privately-owned airports in Australia are under the 
regulation of government (Abbott and Wu, 2002). 
Some studies (parker, 1999; Abbott and Wu, 2002; Lin and Hong, 2006) assess that 
there is no relationship between the ownership of airports and efficiency, others (Barros 
and Dieke, 2007; Malighetti et aI., 2007; Fung et al., 2008; Barros, 2008) illustrate that 
the privatised airports are more efficient than public ones. Parker (1999) and Abbott and 
Wu (2002) examine the technical efficiency change before and after the privatisation. 
Barros and Dieke (2007) and Fung et al. (2008) investigate the efficiency differential 
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between private airports and public airports. 
Most studies (Fung et al., 2008; Barros, 2008) showing the positive effect of 
airports privatisation are based on the panel data model9, while others (parker, 1999; 
Pels et al., 2001) which employ the CRS and VRS model tend to illustrate the 
ineffectiveness of privatisation. Especially, Malighetti et al. (2007) and Fung et al. 
(2008) employ both the cross-sectional models and the Malmquist index model to 
derive more exact results. Fung et al. (2008) compare the results of both models, 
showing the privately-owned airports are more efficient than state-owned airports. 
2.4.2 Returns to Scale of Airports 
The term of scale efficiency of DEA represents the ratio between CRS model and 
VRS model so the cross-sectional models are applied to estimate the efficiency ratio. 
Additionally, the Malmquist index model is basically under the assumption of CRS. 
Malighetti et al. (2007) identify that the smallest airports are under the IRS and the 
largest airports are under the DRS, while Pels et al. (2001) and Barros and Dieke (2007) 
indicate that there is no relationship between airports size and scale efficiency. 
According to Pels et al. (200 I), most sample airports are under the IRS and there is no 
9 Although Barros and Dleke (2007) employ the cross-sectional models for DEA, 
prIvate aIrports are more effICIent than public ones 
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regular result in terms of scale efficiency of airports. 
2.4.3 Categorised Airports Groups 
Comparing the grouped airports are useful to analyse the ownership effect of 
airports (Lin and Hong, 2006; Barros, 2008) and the scale effect of airports (Malighetti 
et al., 2007). The airports of each study are divided into a few groups in accordance 
with the objective of research and hypothesis. Bazargan and Vasigh (2003) and 
Malighetti et al. (2007) classify the airports into three and four airports groups (group 
A-group D), respectively, accordmg to the yearly passenger number. Yoshida and 
Fujimoto (2004) and Fung et al. (2008) sort Japanese and Chinese airports into four and 
three airports groups, respectively, in accordance with international flight. Furthermore, 
Lin and Hong (2006) categorise the world major airports into two and four groups 
according to the operational ownership, airports size, and international flights. 
2.4.4 Scale Effect of Airports 
The efficiency of grouped airports can be compared in terms of the scale or size. 
An airport can be categorised into a large airport group according to the yearly 
passenger number (Bazargan and Vasigh, 2003; Malighetti et aI., 2007). There is 
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positive or negative relationship between airports scale and efficiency. Pels et at. (200 I) 
verify that there is no relationship between scale efficiency and airports size. Lin and 
Hong (2006) also show that there is no efficiency dIfference between large airports and 
small airports. On the other hand, Barros and Dieke (2007) and Malighetti et al. (2007) 
indicate that large airports are more efficient. Furthermore, Barros (2008) demonstrates 
that there is an inverse relationship between the efficiency and airports size. 
Interestingly, the research which is based on the cross-sectional models tends to show 
the negatIve relationship between efficiency and airports size. The research which 
employs the MaImquist index model, on the contrary, tends to assess the positive 
relationship. 
2.4.5 Estimation Models 
The CRS model and VRS model is under the assumption of constant returns to 
scale and variance returns to scale, respectively. Parker (1999) and Pels et al. (200 I) 
apply the VRS model because of the disadvantage of CRS model, while Bazargan and 
Vasigh (2003), Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004) and Fung et al. (2008) employ the CRS 
model. According to the result of Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004), inefficient airports can 
become fully efficient and the scale effiCIency can be underestimated, if the VRS model 
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is applied. That is, the technical efficiency of the VRS model can be overestimated. The 
CRS model also provides few numbers of the most efficient leader airports (Bazargan 
and Vasigh, 2003). On the other hand, Parker (1999) uses the VRS model because of the 
unrealistic assumption (constant return to scale) of CRS model. The CRS model is 
suitable for long-term data model, while the VRS model is good for relatively short-
term data model (Lin and Hong, 2006). 
The notion of input oriented estimation is to minimise the inputs using given 
outputs and output oriented estimation is to maximise the outputs using given inputs. 
The output-oriented DEA estimation model is used by Oillen and Lall (1997), Martin 
and Roman (2001), Barros and Dieke (2007) and Fung et al. (2008), for the inputs and 
factors of production are under the assumption of being fixed or quasi-fixed. Since it 
takes relatively long time to build airport infrastructures such as runways, passenger 
terminals and aircraft parking places, the inputs tend to be considered as being fixed. On 
the other hand, Abbott and Wu (2002), Peds et al. (2003), Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004), 
and Malighetti et al. (2007) employ the input-orientated model because the outputs are 
regarded as being out of control. Finally, the studies on the efficiency of airports are 
summarised in Table 2.1. 
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<fable 2.1> Studies on Airports Efficiency 
Paper Method Units 1 Periods Inputs Outputs 
GIIlen CRSNRS 21 US allports, (a) Termmal services. (a) Terminal services: 
andLall DEAmodel 1989to 1993 I) Runways number 1) Number of passengers 
(1997) 2) Number of gates 2) Pound of cargo 
3) Terminal area (b) Movements. 
4) Number of employees 1) Air transport movements 
5) Number of baggage 2) Commuter movements 
Collection belts 
6)Number of parking spot 
(b) Movements : 
1 )Airport area 
2)Runways number 
3)Runwayarea 
4)Number of employees 
Parker CRSNRS 22 UK airports, 1) Number of I) Number of 
(1999) DEAmodel 1979/80 to 1995196, employees passengers 
1988/89 to 1996/97 2) Capital inputs 2) Cargo and 
3) Other inputs mail busmess 
(defined as the residual 
of total operation costs) 
GIIlen Malmquist 22 US allPorts, (a) Terminal services. (a) Termmal services 
and Lall DEAmodel 1989 to 1993 1) Runways number 1) Number of passengers 
(2001) 2) Number of gates 2) Pound of cargo 
3) Termmal area (b) Movements : 
4) Number of employees I) Air transport movements 
5) Number of baggage 2) Commuter movements 
Collection belts 
6)Number of parking spot 
(b) Movements' 
1 )Auport area 
2)Runways number 
3)Runway area 
4)Number of employees 
Pels et al DEA 34 European (a) PAX model (a) PAX model' 
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(2001) and allports, I) Terminal size I) AIr passenger movements 
SFAmodel 1995 to 1997 2) Number of aircraft (b)ATM model: 
parking poslnons I) Arrcraft movements 
3) Number of remote 
aircraft parking posItions 
4) Number of check-m 
desks 
5) Number of baggage 
claims 
(b)ATM model: 
I) Total airport area 
2) Total length of runway 
3) Number of aircraft 
Parkmg posItIons 
4) Number of remote 
aircraft parkmg positions 
Abbott Malmquist 12 largest airports I) Number of employed I) Number of passengers 
andWu DEAmodel mAustralia staff 2) Amount of freIght in tones 
(2002) 1989 to 2000 2) Capital stock 
3) Runway length 
Bazargan CRSNRS 45 US commercial I) Operatmg expenses I) Number of passengers 
and Vasigh DEAmodel airports 2) Non-operating expenses 2) Number of air carrier 
(2003) 1996 to 2000 3) Number of runways operanons 
4) Number of gates 3) Number of other 
operations 
4) Aeronauncal revenue 
5) Non-aeronautical revenue 
6) Percentage of on time 
operations 
Yoshida and CRSNRS 67 airports in Japan, I) Length of runways I) Passenger loading 
Fujlmoto DEAmodel 2000 2) Termmal sIZe 2) Cargo handling 
(2004) and 3) Access cost 3) Aircraft movement 
TFPmodel 4) Number of employees 
Lin and CRSNRSI 20 major airports around I) Number of employees I) Number of passengers 
Hong Simple the world 2) Number of runways 2) Cargo movements 
(2006) cross 2003 3) Number of parkmg 
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efficiencyl spaces 
A&PI 4) Number of baggage 
FDH collection belts 
DEAmodel 5) Number of aprons 
Barros and CRSNRS 31 Italian Arrports, I) Labour costs I) Number of planes 
Dleke (2007) DEAmodel 2001 to 2003 2) Capital invested 2) Number of cargo 
3) Operational costs 3) Number of passengers 
excludmg the labour 4) Aeronautical receipts 
costs 5) Handlmg receipts 
6) Commercial receipts 
Mahghetti et CRSNRSI 34 Itahan Airports, (a) AIM model: (a) AIM model: 
a!. (2007) Malmqulst 2005 to 2006 I) Arrport area I) Number of 
DEAmodel 2) Length of runways aircraft movements 
3) Number of aircraft (b) APM model 
parking poslnons I) Number of 
(b) APM model: passenger movements 
I) Aircraft movement 
2) Terminal surface 
3) Number of check-m 
desks 
4) Number of arrcraft 
parking poslnons 
5) Number oflines for 
baggage claim 
Fung et al. MalmqUlst 25 Chmese arrports I) Runway length I) Passenger volume 
(2008) DEAmodel 1995 to 2004 2) Terminal area 2) Cargo vo lume 
3) Aircraft movement 
Barros Stochastic 27 UK airports I) Pnce of workers I) Operating cost 
(2008) cost fronner 2000/0 I to 2004/05 2) Pnce of capital-premises 2) Passenger number 
model 3) Price of 3) Aircraft movement 
(SFA) capital-investment 
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2.5 Conclusion 
Despite of the merit of SF A, most studies on the technical efficiency and 
productivity growth of airports tend to employ the cross-sectional models (CRS model 
and VRS model) and the panel data model for DEA. Unlikely SFA, DEA is based on the 
ratio differential between inputs and outputs and does not require any functional form. 
DEA can also control multiple inputs and multiple outputs without aggregation of the 
variables. The performance of studies on efficiency and productivity of airports can be 
summarised in terms of five aspects. 
Firstly, the common objective of most studies on airports efficiency performance is 
to estimate the efficiency or efficiency change for the fixed periods, to compare 
technical efficiency difference between large airports and small airports, and to analyse 
the private effect of airports. However, the results are controversial on account of 
applied models and the economic or regulation difference of each airport. Parker (1999) 
and Lin and Hong (2006) show that there is no relationship between the privatised or 
corporatized airports and public airports, while Barros and Dieke (2007), Malighetti et 
al, (2007), and Fung et al. (2008) assess that privately-owned airports are more efficient 
than state-owned airports Pels et al. (2001) and Lin and Hong (2006) show that there is 
no relatIOnship between scale efficiency and airports size, whilst Barros and Dieke 
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(2007) and Malighetti et al (2007) demonstrate that large airports are more efficient than 
small airports. 
Secondly, the applied airports are grouped according to the ownership type of 
airports (Lin and Hong, 2006; Barros, 2008), yearly passenger number (Bazargan and 
Vasigh, 2003; MaIighetti et al., 2007), and international flights (Yoshida and Fujimoto, 
2004; Fung et al , 2008). These grouped airports are valuable to compare the efficiency 
results and to assess the ownership and size effect. 
Thirdly, MaIighetti et al. (2007) examine that the smallest airports are under the 
IRS and the largest airports are under the DRS, while Pels et al. (2001) and Barros and 
Dieke (2007) show that there is no relationship between airports size and scale 
efficiency. 
Fourthly, Pels et al. (2001) and Lin and Hong (2006) verify that there is no 
relationship between technical efficiency and airports size, while Barros and Dieke 
(2007) and Malighetti et aI. (2007) indicate that large airports are more efficient. The 
research which is based on the cross-sectional models tends to show the negative 
relationship between efficiency and airports size. The research which employs the 
Malmquist index model, on the contrary, tends to assess the positive relationship. 
Finally, the VRS model can assess the inefficient airports as fully efficient airports, 
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according to Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004). That is, the technical efficiency and the scale 
efficiency of the VRS model can be overestimated and underestimated, respectively. 
Moreover, the CRS model also provides few number of the most efficient leader airports 
(Bazargan and Vasigh, 2003). On the contrary, Parker (1999) uses the VRS model 
because of the unrealistic assumption (constant return to scale) of CRS model. The CRS 
model is suitable for long-term data model, while the VRS model is good for relatively 
short-term data model (Lin and Hong, 2006). Gillen and LalI (1997), Martin and Roman 
(2001), Barros and Dieke (2007) and Fung et al. (2008) also use the output-oriented 
estimation, since tthe inputs tend to be considered as being fixed. Abbott and Wu (2002), 
Perls et al. (2003), Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004), and Malighetti et al. (2007) employ 
the input-orientated model because the outputs are regarded as being out of control. 
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Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
The tenn '(production possibilities) frontier' is defined as a curve that represents 
the boundary or frontier of the production possibilities or capabilities. The basic notion 
of efficiency can be defined as the distance from a frontier which provides 
comparatively enough outputs, using fixed or given amount of inputs (FarreIl, 1957; 
Forsund, LoveIl, and Schmidt, 1980; Pitt and Lee, 1981). According to the definition of 
efficiency, fuIly efficient DMUs are on the boundary of the frontier, while DMUs not 
perfectly efficient are beneath the frontier. That is, producing on the curve means that 
resources are perfectly used, while producing inside the curve means that resources are 
not fuIly used. 
Two main methodologies which are based on the frontier have been applied to 
estimating the efficiency of DMUs for over thirty years. One is Stochastic Frontier 
Analysis (SFA), the other is Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). SFA IS a parametric 
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analysis method and based on the econometric evaluation, while DEA which is based on 
linear programming techniques represents the non-parametric methods. Both methods 
have unique advantages so it is difficult to propose which one is outstanding. Although 
the disadvantages of SFA such as the assumption of a functional form and the error 
terms components in advance can be complemented by semi-parametric econometricaI 
models, this study is confined to both parametric and non-parametric methods. The 
primary purpose of this Chapter is to introduce the main idea of both methods (DEA and 
SFA) and to analyse the cross-sectional and panel data models for DEA and SFA. 
This Chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the general 
background of methods for this study. In Section 3.2 the basic idea of analysis models 
for DEA is illustrated with the advantages and drawbacks and section 3.3 explains the 
cross-sectional and panel data models for SFA. Finally, section 3.4 summarises the 
values and features of both methods, DEA and SFA. 
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3.2 Data Envelopment Analysis 
The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is a linear and non-parametric 
mathematical programming approach to the frontier estimation. The main features of 
DEA are the non-parametric piecewise linear convex isoquant (SS' in Figure 3.1) and 
the analysis of relative ratio between variables. All points on the right side or above the 
isoquant SS' are regarded as the inefficient DMUs. Suppose that y is output and Xl and 
X2 are inputs. 
<Figure 3.1> Piecewise Linear Convex Isoquant 
X 2 S 
Y 
o 
A 
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Xl 
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Estimating the maximised values of outputs and inputs weights is the basic idea of 
DEA. Note that output is derived from input with constant weights so the value of 0 is 
less or equal to one (equation 3.1). 
max9 
L/ output weights x outputs) ......................................................... (3.1) 
~~~----.:==-------'~..:.. :0:;; 1 
"f/input weights x inputs) 
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With a lot of useful advantages, DEA has represented a non-parametric 
methodology. The employment of the idea of relative ratio between input and output 
variables is one of the most useful features of DEA. In other words, both functional 
form for the estimation of the frontier and distributional supposition of error 
components are unnecessary (Hjalmarsson et al., 1996; Odeck, 2000). Secondly, it is 
useful to handle multiple inputs and outputs data without aggregation of data sets 
(Banker et al., 1989; Odeck, 2000). It is also possible to get the results using a small 
number of data set and variables. 
On the other hand, DEA is regarded as a deterministic method so that it is 
impossible to get the results related to both the random deviations and the measurement 
errors. That is, deviation from the efficient frontier is considered as inefficiency, so that 
the result can be over-estimated. At the same time, there is no way to reason about the 
statistic inference of the variables on account of the non-statistical property. The result 
of DE A is also very sensitive to the number of used variables. 
In this section, both cross-sectional and panel data models for DEA are examined 
with the basic idea and necessity. The formal models are SUIted for estimating the yearly 
efficiency of each airport, while the latter can show the efficiency and productivity 
change according to period passage. The advantage and drawback of each model are 
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also investigated. 
3.2.1 Cross-sectional models for Data Envelopment Analysis 
Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) (1978) propose the fust DEA model which is 
called the CCR (or Constant Returns to Scale (CRS» DEA model. Suppose that I 
(1, ... ,i) is input and 0 is (1, ... ,0) output data set ofN DMUs and the vector ofinput and 
output is represented by x and y. At the same time, the X and the Y imply the input 
matrix I by N and the output matrix 0 by N, respectively. To get the non-parametric 
frontier which envelops all DMUs, the CRS model needs both the equation (3.2) and 
(3.3). They are based on the input-oriented analysis. 
mine ... 9 
st y.t ~ y" 
(k/ ~ X.t, .......................................................................................... (3.2) 
................................................................. ·························(3.3) 
where As are N by 1 constants vector and () is a scalar. To estimate the value of () (:5 1) is 
the main purpose of the CRS model, since it represents the efficiency score of each 
DMU. If () ofa DMU is equal to 1, the DMU is on a point of the frontier, i.e. the DUM 
is fully efficient (Cooper et aI., 1996). 
However, the CCR estimation model is under the assumption of constant returns to 
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scale. The supposition of the perfect competition may not provide explicit results, since 
the actual world is dominated by the imperfect competition. In addition, if there is no 
DMU on the frontier, it is difficult to estimate the efficiency. 
As a result, Banker, Chames and Cooper (BCC) (1984) suggest an amended model 
of the CCR, it has been called as the BCC or the Variable Returns to Scale (VRS) 
estimation model. The difference feature between the CRS and VRS is the convexity 
constraint. That is, the frontier shape of CCR model is linear from the origin to the most 
efficient DMU's point, while the BCC model has a convex hull of intersecting planes 
which envelop the data sets (Seiford and Thrall, 1990). The VRS model is similar to the 
CRS model in the mathematical form, excepting the equation 3.3 which is adjusted to 
the sum orAs is equal to 1. 
The score of technical efficiency (TE) of DEA is composed of two parts, one is 
scale inefficiency the other is pure technical inefficiency. The value of TE between CRS 
and VRS is either same or different. If the result is different, the scale efficiency of the 
DMU is inefficient. In addition, the scale inefficiency is derived from the differential 
between the value of CRS TE and VRS TE. Figure 3.2 represents not only the definition 
of CRS and VRS DEA frontier, but also different types of economic scale. The line OB 
represents the CRS model and the convex hull of planes which envelop the data points 
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DBC implies the VRS model. 
<Figure 3.2> CRS and VRS DEA frontier 
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Even though the input-oriented technical inefficiency depends on the type of DE A, 
there is the same efficiency on the point of B. The definition of input-oriented approach 
is to minimise inputs, using fixed outputs. The output-oriented approach is to maximise 
outputs, using given inputs. In the CRS and VRS DEA model, the input-oriented 
technical inefficiency on the point of P is the distance pp c and pp v, respectively. The 
differential between CRS model and VRS model is the scale inefficiency (PePv). Both 
types of inefficiency and scale efficiency (SE) can be summarised as follows: 
TE APe TE _ APv [eRS =--, ['~O - , 
, AP ,'~ AP 
......................................... (3.4) 
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where all measurement values are between 0 and 1. 
3.2.2 Panel Data Model for Data Envelopment Analysis 
The Malmquist Total Factor Productivity (TFP) index model developed by Caves, 
Christensen and Diewert (1982) is considered as a panel data model for DEA on 
account of the employed idea. The purpose of the Malmquist TFP index model is to 
evaluate the productivity growth in terms of time periods. Measuring both the 
productivity change and the degree of changed efficiency of multiple outputs or inputs 
are one of useful features of this model. Caves et al. (1982) define the output-oriendted 
the Malmquist productivity index at time t and time t+ 1: 
where rn' represents the degree of technical efficiency change from time period t to t+ 1 
and rnt+l stands for the equivalent technical change for time period, t+ 1. The term of dt 
(xt, Yt) and dt+l (Xt+h Yt+l) represent the output distance functions between time period t 
and t+ 1, respectively. Both dt (Xt+h Yt+l) and dt+l (xt, Yt) are called as the mixed-period 
distance function. The former measures the maximised output level to produce the 
observed input level at time period t+ 1. At the same time, the latter represents the 
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maximised output level to produce the observed input level at time period t, comparing 
the period t+ 1. 
Hire et al. (1994) adopt an equation (3.6) to estimate the productivity growth, using 
the two output-oriented Malmquist indices which are based on the geometric mean. The 
equation (3.6) is reformulated to the equation (3.7) which is now called as the output-
oriented MaImquist TFP index. The Malmquist TFP index model is composed of two 
main parts, one is the effect of efficiency change the other is the effect of technical 
efficiency change. 
. .............................. (3.6) 
~'---" r---" \.'---~ -------) Y Y 
Efflclency Change TechnIcal Change 
(3.7) 
where I110 presents the output-oriented index at the two periods, t and t+ I. The former 
component (efficiency change index) represents the cumulative change in efficiency 
between time period t and t+ 1. The latter component (technical efficiency change index) 
stands for the productivity change of each DMU. The technical efficiency change index 
is also called the innovation effect. Equation 3.7 shows the productIvity at the 
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production point (XI+" YI+I) relative to the point (Xb YI). If the value of Il10 is greater than 
one, there is absolute positive TFP growth of DMUs from the period t to t+ 1. 
The advantage of the Malmquist index is to illustrate the productivity growth (or 
fall) of each DMU with reasons. Since this model is depending on the value of both 
efficiency change and technical change, the results can be explained why there is 
growth or fall. However, the Malmquist index is under the assumption of Constant 
Returns to Scale (CRS) so the drawback of this model is similar to the CCR DEA model. 
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3.3 Stochastic Frontier Analysis 
The Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) has represented the parametric 
econometrical methods with the deterministic methods such as Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) and Corrected OLS (COLS). Deterministic methods denote a group of methods 
that are based on a parametric production frontier which has only one-sided error term. 
SFAhas played an important role in estimating the efficiency or inefficiency of DMUs, 
using either COLS or Maximum Likelihood (ML) methods. The strongest point of SF A 
is to overcome the weakness of deterministic methods in terms of the stochastic shock 
(or noise) 10 from the residual of inefficiency so that It can provide more detailed 
specification for DMUs Additionally, a parameter of each variable shows the elasticity 
as wen as the degree of influence that affects the whole efficiency. 
SFA is broadly based on either cross-sectional or panel data models so the essential 
basic models are needed to be examined. In spite of the required lots of numbers of 
parameters, panel data models for SF A have distinct merits. In this section, the main 
idea and features of SFA are introduced with both advantages and drawbacks. The 
difference between cross-sectional and panel data models for SFA are also provided 
with merits. 
10 DetaIled notIOn of the stochastJc shock is mentIOned In section 3 3 1 
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3.3.1 Features ofStochastic Frontier Analysis 
Detenninistic methods have one error tenn (u, :0:0) that shows inefficiency, while 
the error tenn of SFA is composed of two parts. The one-sided error tenn of 
deterministic methods dose not take account of the random or exogenous shocks across 
DMUs. On the other hand, the tenn of stochastic noise which represents the point of 
SFA denotes exogenous shocks. Nonnal SFA methods introduced by Aigner, LoveIl and 
Schmidt (1977), Meeusen and Broeck (1977) and Forsund, LoveIl and Schmidt (1980) 
are generally based on cross-sectional models. Suppose that there are N DMUs and i-th 
DMU produces an output y, using a vector of inputs XI (3.8). 
i = 1, ... ,N ........................................................ (3.8) 
where P is a vector of technology parameters to be estimated; j{.) takes various types of 
production or cost functions such as Cobb-Douglas production and translog production 
or cost functions, and so on. The two error tenns of u, and v, denote the technical 
inefficiency and stochastic error connected with random factors, respectively. 
The component of u, (u-N'(O, (J~)) is composed of one-side error tennll, and 
represents the degree of technical inefficiency. The condition, u, :0:0, indirectly shows 
that all DMUs are on or beneath the stochastic production frontier. That is, all DMUs 
11 u-N·W, o~) means that the value of u is non-negative 
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cannot overproduce as much output as used inputs can provide. The random variable VI 
(v,-N(O, cr~» is symmetrically and normally distributed so it can be possible to evaluate 
the random effects of measurement error. The term of V, (-00:5 v, :5+00) denotes the 
stochastic shock or noise relative to random or exogenous variables such as bad or good 
weather and war, and so on. For instance, the high inflation rate, weather condition, and 
a strike of airline refer to pure randomness noise to most airport managers and airline 
passengers. Considering the stochastic noise is the strongest point of SFA. In addition, 
the normal error term, 1', is the differential between SFA and deterministic production 
frontier. 
An assumption that V, and u, are independent and identically distributed (izd) across 
DMUs is essential. The assumption about random or exogenous variables is needed to 
get more exact value from the stochastic frontier model. Especially, this assumption is 
essential to parametric models which provide the relationship between parameters. 
Therefore, the result depends on whether the rate of error is reduced or not. 
Aigner et al. (1977) and Meeusen and Broeck (1977) suggest that the distribution 
of u, has half-normal and exponential distnbution which mode is zero. Then, Stevenson 
(1980) introduces the idea of truncated normal and gamma distnbution for which can be 
accounted by half-normal and exponential distribution, respectively. 
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However, there are a few drawbacks of cross-sectional models for SFA that would 
bring about diverse results and be impossible to get the detail results for each DMU. 
Firstly, although the error term of SFA consists of two different parts, it is difficult to 
decompose the residuals of each DMU into their two terms. That is, it is impossible to 
get the separated inefficiency result of each DUM, if cross-sectional models are applied. 
Secondly, the efficiency results of SFA depend on the distributional assumptions so that 
the results are sensitive and changeable In accordance with proposed distnbution type. 
Thirdly, the results of SFA depend on functional forms such as production and cost 
functions so that different results can be provided according to the used function form. 
Finally, it is impossible to determine whether the observed performance of each DMU is 
due to inefficiency or to random variation (F0rsund et ai, 1980). In other words, 
inefficiency can be considered as an error term. 
3.3.2 Panel Data Models for Stochastic Frontier Analysis 
The results of cross-sectional data models are generally estimated at one point in 
time so that it cannot decompose technical efficiency into firm-specific effects and pure 
efficiency. However, panel data models for SFA that evaluate the inefficiency of DMUs 
in each time of different periods can solve this problem The merit of panel data models 
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for SFA is to show the consistent estimators on account of used time periods. 
Furthermore, the degree of freedom related to evaluating parameters is grown. The basic 
panel data model for SFA is as follows: 
i = 1, ••. ,N ..................................................... (3.9) 
Two methods have been applied to the panel data models in terms of employed 
idea for estimation. One is the ML Estimation (MLE) the other is either the Fixed 
Estimation (FE) or the Random Estimation (RE). The idea of ML frontier estimation is 
suggested by Pitt and Lee (1981) and developed by Battese and Coelli (1988, 1992, and 
1995). The strongest point of MLE is illustrating the statistical inefficiency of each 
DMU according to time periods. The efficiency performance of the MLE can be 
compared with DEA's result, since both cross-sectional and panel data model for DEA 
show the efficiency of individual DMUs. In addition, Battese and Coelli (1992, 1995) 
adopt the time-varying analysis for the inefficient error term. 
Both the FE and RE are regarded as a traditional panel data method. The common 
property or drawback of both methods is that the inefficiency term, u" is limited to the 
time-invariance (3.10), i.e. long-term data analysis may not be proper for these methods. 
i=l, ... ,N ................................. ···················(3.10) 
The major merit of the FE is that no ~sumption about distribution of the two error 
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components is required and only the assumption of linear model is demanded. The 
inefficiency error term of the RE estimator also do not require any specific assumptions 
about distribution (Schmidt and Sickles, 1984). The FE estimator, however, has crucial 
drawbacks caused by its definition. First of all, the efficiency is overestimated, since all 
time-invariants effects which are not directly related to inefficiency are regarded as 
inefficiency. In other words, the merit of the panel data model may become useless by 
applying the FE estimator. 
3.3.2.1 The time-invariant models 
Both traditional panel data methods, the FE and RE, represent the time-invariant 
models. The FE introduced by Schmidt and Sickles (1984) employs the idea of 
traditional panel data methods for dummy variables estimation. The FE estimator model 
is as follows: 
i = 1, •.. ,N t = 1, ... ,T 
= max( a,)+blnx. +v. -[max( a,)-a.] 
....................................... (3.11) 
......................................... (3.12) 
Although the stochastic error term, V'I> have diverse results of each DMU in 
accordance with time periods, the value of technical inefficiency term, u,(=max(a,)-a,), 
only depends on each DMU. With a deterministic frontier model, the FE method can be 
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accounted for according to equation 3.11. A DMU its u, is equal to zero is fully efficient, 
and then the intercept of efficient DMU is upward than inefficient DMU. 
The idea of RE method developed by Pltt and Lee (1981) is based on the cross-
sectional analysis for SFA (equation 3.10). By applying MLE, the value of error 
components is estimated. The technical inefficiency term, u" is basically assumed to be 
time-invariant as well as one-sided distribution that its mean is zero. As has mentioned 
before, it is an advantage of the RE estimator. 
3.3.2.2 The time-varying model 
The purpose of time-varying model is to account for the technical inefficiency 
component of DMUs with time periods. Battese and Coelli (1992) propose a panel data 
model for SFA which is estimated by MLE and the inefficient term is assumed to be 
time variant. It is based on the following formulation 
uh =u/ xexP[-71(t-TJ] ..................................................................................... (3.13) 
where u, =IU,I or u, ;:::0 , T is the number of periods and 1] is a parameter to be estimated. 
The technical inefficiency component, u, ;:::0, is a non-negative random variable which is 
assumed to have truncated normal distribution12• If 11 is less than zero, then the value of 
12 The half normal d,stnbutlOn can be mcluded m truncated dlstnbutlOn 
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tilt increases, i.e. the technical efficiency is diminished. On the contrary, the value of Ult 
decreases or the technical efficiency is risen, if 11 is greater than O. 
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3.4 Summary and Conclusion 
The basic idea of two methods, DEA and SFA, which are based on the frontier 
estimating approach has been analysed. Although evaluating the efficiency of DMUs is 
the common objective of both methods, they have completely different methodological 
features and notions. DEA which uses linear progranuning techniques represents non-
parametric methods, while SFA is a parametric analysis method based on the 
econometric evaluation. Since each method has unique advantages, it is impossible to 
propose which one is outstanding. 
The most useful merit of DEA is the notion of relative ratio of inputs to outputs. 
That is, even if there are only inputs and outputs data sets, it is possible to get the results. 
Additionally, both functional forms and distributional supposition of error components 
are not required. Controlling multiple inputs and outputs data without aggregation of 
data sets is another merit. Furthermore, this method can evaluate the efficiency and 
productivity with a small number of data set. However, DEA cannot provide the 
performance about both the random deviations and the measurement errors, since it is 
regarded as a deterministic method. Indeed, deviation from the efficient frontier can be 
considered as inefficiency. Additionally, it is impossible to consider about the statistic 
inference of the variables because of the feature, non-statistical property. 
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One of the advantages of SFA is to manage random shocks related to the 
measurement error of inputs and outputs. However, there are a few drawbacks of SFA 
that would bring about either diverse results or difficulty in getting the detail results of 
each DMU. Firstly, although the error term of cross-sectional models for SFA consists 
of two different parts, it is difficult to decompose the residuals of each DMU into their 
two terms. That is, it is impossible to get the inefficiency result of each DUM, 
separately. Secondly, the efficiency results of SFA depend on the distributional 
assumptions so that the results are sensitive and changeable in accordance with 
proposed distribution type. Thirdly, the results of SFA depend on functional forms such 
as production and cost functions so that different results can be provided according to 
the used function form. Finally, it is impossible to determine whether the observed 
performance of each DMU is due to inefficiency or to random variation (Forsund et ai, 
1980). In other words, inefficiency can be considered as an error term. 
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Chapter 4 
THE EFFICIENCY OF UK 
AIRPORTS 
4.1 Introduction 
In the UK, the three airports groups (BAA Limited, Manchester Airport PLC, and 
TBI PLC) have played an important role in connecting regional cities and world main 
cities by airlines. Since 2000, the total number of passengers has been increased almost 
five per cent yearly in Figure 1.1. In spite of increased passengers, the profit per 
passenger (PP) has been fluctuated and the PP of TBI has been decreased. Figure 4.1 
shows the PP indices of the three airports groups for the periods 1997-2006. 
Although the profits of two private airports groups (BAA and TBI) have been 
higher than public group (ManA) until 2002, after then Manchester Airport PLC has 
ranked second in the operating profits. BAA not only has maintained the constant PP 
(GBP 4.5) during the sample period, but also has provided the largest PP among the 
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<Figure 4.1> Operating Profit per Passenger 
1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 
Year 
I • BAA 
---..... -- TBl 
.. - ManA I 
Source Centre for the Study of Regulated IndustrIes (CRI) 
three groups since 1999. Then, is BAA the most efficient airports group or is the private 
airports group more efficient than state-owned airports group? Is there any relationship 
between airport ownership and efficiency? To assess the ownership effect, the efficiency 
~ performance of airports is necessary. Especially, the efficiency and productivity of 
airports can be affected by inconvenience and delays of airlines. Martin and Roman 
(2001) state that delays can damage the reputation of airlines and airline passengers tend 
to pay more cost. 
The objective of this chapter is to estimate the efficiency and productivity change 
of 24 UK airports, and to investigate the relationship between the types of ownership 
and efficiency, and to analyse the influence of the delays on efficiency Firstly, this 
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study applies both cross-sectional model (the CRS and VRS model) and panel data 
model (the Malmquist TFP index model) to estimate the efficiency of the UK airports, 
using the output-oriented estimation model. Secondly, three UK airports groups (BAA, 
TBI, and Manchester Airport) are used to investigate airports ownership effect. The 
weight of delays is also examined, comparing the perfonnance of two models: one is 
including the variable, delays, the other is excluding it. 
lbis Chapter is organised into five sections. In Section 4.1 the background and 
purpose of the research are elaborated and in Section 4.2 the literature on airports 
efficiency and productivity changes is addressed. Data and used variables are described 
in Section 4.3 and the results of both cross-sectional and panel data model are reported 
in Section 4.4. The perfonnance and analysis of results are shown in Section 4.5. In 
Section 4.6 the applied model and the results are summarised. 
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4.2 A Review of the Literature 
Previous studies into the efficiency performance and productivity change of 
airports tend to apply two types of methods, DEA and SFA, which are composed of 
cross-sectional data and panel data model. As has mentioned before, both methods have 
different unique features and advantages so it is difficult to conclude which one is 
superior. It is true that most studies on airports efficiency employ the non-parametric 
method, DEA, because of its merits. Unlike SFA, DEA does not require any functional 
form and distributional supposition of error components. The purpose of the studies on 
airports efficiency is to demonstrate the ownership effect and to assess the relationship 
between airports size and scale efficiency or technical efficiency. In addition, the 
relationship between airports location and productivity change has been examined. 
Parker (1999) and Barros (2008) investigate the ownership effect of UK airports, 
applying cross-sectional models for DEA and stochastic cost frontier model, 
respectively. While Parker (1999) estimates that there is no efficiency difference 
between privately-owned airports and public airports, Barros (2008) assesses the 
superiority of private airports in terms of efficiency performance. There is also negative 
relationship between airports scale and technical efficiency in the UK, according to 
Barros (2008) That is, small size airports such as Luton, Newcastle, and Liverpool 
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airport are more efficient than large size airports such as Heathrow, Gatwick, and 
Manchester airport. 
The efficiency and ownership effect of Italian airports are evaluated by Barros and 
Dieke (2007) and Malighetti et al. (2007). Barros and Dieke (2007) try to divide Italian 
airports into two groups in accordance with the assets value of airports, applying the 
CRS and VRS model. Malighetti et al. (2007) also categorise the airports in Italy into 
four groups according to passenger numbers, applying both cross-sectional models 
(CRS and VRS model) and the Malmquist index model. Both models show two 
common resuIts. The private Italian airports are more efficient than the state-owned 
airports and the efficiency level of large size airports is higher than small size airports. 
Moreover, Italian airports have more competitive power in managing passengers than 
aircraft movements. 
Gillen and Lall (1997, 2001) and Bazargan and Vasigh (2003) explore the 
productivity change and efficiency of the USA airports, using the Malmquist index 
model and the CRS model. Gillen and Lall (1997, 2001) introduce two models: one is 
for estimating terminal services the other is for evaluating aircraft movements. These 
two models are also applied by Pels et al. (2001, 2003) and Malighetti et al. (2007). 
Although the number of passengers has been increased, the terminal effiCIency can be 
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decreased, according to GilIen and Lall (2001). Bazargan and Vasigh (2003) divide 45 
USA rurports into three groups in accordance with the classification system of Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). Especially, the CRS model is employed because it is 
useful to derive few numbers of the most efficient airports. In the USA small size 
airports are relatively more efficient than middle and large size airports. 
The productivity and efficiency change of north-east Asian airports have been 
evaluated by Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004) and Fung et al. (2008). The efficiency of 67 
Japanese airports in 2000 is investigated by Yoshida and Fujimoto (2004). Three outputs 
(passenger loading, cargo handling, and aircraft movements) and four inputs (length of 
runways, terminal size, access cost, and number of employees) are used. When the VRS 
model is applied, the efficiency tends to be overestimated so that the CRS model is 
employed. Fung et al. (2008) illustrate the productivity changes of 25 China airports 
during the period 1995-2004, using both the CRS model and the Malmquist index 
model. Two capital inputs (length of runways and terminal size) and three outputs 
(passenger volume, cargo volume, and aircraft movements) are used. According to the 
result of both models, the private Chinese airports and international hub airports are 
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more efficient than public airports and regIOnal airports, respectively. 
Abbott and Wu (2002) assess the productivity change of 12 largest Australian 
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airports for the period 1989-2000, using the Malmquist index model. Although the 
productivity has risen sharply, there is no efficiency change before and after the 
privatisation. Lin and Hong (2006) investigate the productivity and efficiency of 20 
major airports around the world, applying the CRS and VRS model. Twelve hypotheses 
are used to evaluate the ownership effect, the operational difference between large and 
small size airports, the operational difference between hub and non-hub airports, and the 
operational difference between airports in developed country and airports in developing 
country. There is no considerable efficiency difference between privately-owned 
airports and public airports. Moreover, the efficiency of large size airports is similar to 
the small size airport's efficiency. 
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4.3 Description of the Data 
The necessary dataset of inputs and outputs of the 24 UK airports are provided by 
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), the Centre for the Study of Regulated Industries 
(CRI), and the NATS. The CAA, which was founded in 1972 to establish an 
independent aviation regulation and to provide better air traffic services, is a public 
corporation. The CRI which was established in 1991 is an investigative institute of the 
School of Management at University of Bath. The NATS offers air traffic control 
services to aircraft flying in the UK airspace at 15 main UK airports (7 airports ofBAA, 
3 airports ofTBI PLC, and one airport of Manchester Airport PLC). 
The sample period is between 2002 and 2006 and the annual data sets are used 
(Table 4.1). The used sample shows 94 per cent of total passenger numbers, 97 per cent 
of total aircraft cargo weight, and 94 per cent of total aircraft movements in 2006. Three 
outputs (number of passengers, weight of cargoes, and aircraft movements) and five 
inputs (number of aircraft docking places, number of runways, length of runways, 
number of employees, and operating expenditure) are used. One more output, average 
delay time, is added when the punctuality effect of airports is examined. However, 
because of the difficulty of getting the data, delays, from each airport, only ten main 
airports are used. 
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<Table 4.1> Summary of Variables 
year Vanable Passenger Cargo AIrcraft noclang Runway Runway Employee Operating 
Number Welgbt Movement Place Number Lengtb Number Cost 
(0005) (Tons) (0005) (Metres) (0005) 
GBP 
2002 Mean 7610674 9713143 8070833 4320833 3041667 6401 75 527875 6539167 
Std 1382539 270588 I lOO 0719 503397 I 428869 3135142 7396944 1241428 
nev 
Mm 3708 0001 2 4 2 3016 55 38 
Max 633621 \310579 456 233 7 15122 3329 5792 
2003 Mean 8043503 9498891 8233333 4320833 3041667 640175 5349167 65875 
Std 1392055 2674674 1010926 503397 I 428869 3135142 781 6607 1274317 
nev 
Mm 234 0001 2 4 2 3016 53 38 
Max 6349537 1300349 461 233 7 15122 3628 6019 
2004 Mean 865291 1034461 8470833 4320833 3041667 640175 5467917 6881667 
Std. 1475199 2901968 101 5902 503397 1 428869 3135142 8387162 134449 
nev 
Mm 2858 0001 2 4 2 3016 49 36 
Max 6734274 1412019 461 233 7 15122 3966 6403 
2005 Mean 9122 121 1053864 83875 4320833 3041667 6401 75 557 1667 72 67083 
Std 1494939 287549 1046594 503397 I 428869 3135142 855469 1472043 
nev 
Mm 3236 0001 2 4 2 3016 48 4 
Max 67913 16 1389299 470 233 7 15122 4052 7016 
2006 Mean 9373403 1014225 88875 4320833 3041667 6401.75 574875 81 05833 
Std 149957 278042 I 1050339 503397 I 428869 3135142 8630942 1637488 
nev 
Mm 28217 0001 2 4 2 3016 57 48 
Max 6752792 1342646 473 233 7 15122 4080 7803 
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The three outputs except delays have been commonly utilised (Yoshida and 
Fujimoto, 2004; Fung et al., 2008). Inputs are composed of two parts: one is quasi-fixed 
infrastructure the other is fmancial cost. 8azargan and Vasigh (2003) and Yoshida and 
Fujimoto (2004) also use the mixed inputs (fixed-physical and fmancial variables) with 
the outputs, passenger numbers and aircraft movements. 
Three outputs (passenger numbers, cargo weight, and delays) and another output 
(aIrcraft movements) are based on the data of CAA and CRI, respectively. Three inputs 
(number of aircraft parking places, runway numbers, and runway length) and others 
inputs (employee numbers and operational expenditures) are based on the data ofNATS 
and CRI, respectively. The common feature of sample data during the period 2002-2006 
is that the variation grows larger year by year. Cooper et al. (2000) demonstrate that a 
rough rule of thumb for the suitable number of DMUs for DEA analysis is as follows: 
n 2: max{m x s, 3(m+s)} ....................................................................................... (4.1) 
where m is the number of outputs, s is the number of inputs, and n is the number of 
DMUs. This research uses 24 UK airports with three outputs and five inputs, i.e. max 
(15,24) = 24. 
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4.3.1 Types of Output 
4.3.1.1 Output 1: Number of passengers 
There are two types of passenger. One is a terminal passenger who gets on or off 
the same flight number of aircraft at the sample airport the other is a transit passenger 
who just only uses the sample airport to transfer to another aircraft. The number of 
terminal passengers is counted twice between departure and arrival airports, while the 
number of transit passengers is counted only once at the departure airport. This research 
uses the total number of passenger which includes both types of passenger. According to 
Table 4.1, the average number of passengers of the sample airports has been increased 
steadily from 7,610,674 in 2002 to 9,373,403 in 2006. 
Table 1 in Appendix shows that Heathrow airport and Southend airport have 
managed the largest number of passengers (65,928,257 on average) and the smallest 
number of passengers (8071.8 on average), respectively. Especially, almost nine times 
as many as passengers (3,236 in 2005 and 28,217 in 2006) avail themselves of the 
tenninal in Southend airport between 2005 and 2006. The reason is that not only the 
demand for flights to Jersey has been increased, but also the Flybe which is one of low-
fare airlines in Europe started to offer the services at Southend airport in May 2005. 
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4.3.1.2 Output 2: Weight of cargoes 
The average weight of cargoes has been fluctuated during the period 2002-2006 
and the mean of cargo quantity peaks (105,3864 tons) in 2005. The sample data of 
cargoes weight includes four types of freights (freights carried by passenger aircrafts, 
freights carried by air freighter, mails carried by passenger aircrafts, and mails carried 
by air freighter). The panel data model for DEA cannot be applied if there is zero in 
dataset so that London City airport uses the assumed cargo volume, 0.001 ton (or 1 
kilogramme) which may not have an influence on the whole efficiency. Except London 
City airport, both Southend airport and Blackpool airport manage the minimum volume 
of cargo, while Heathrow airport handles the greatest cargo volume during the sample 
period (Table I in Appendix). 
4.3.1.3 Output 3: Aircraft movements 
Aircraft movements can be defined as the number of taking off and landing of 
aircrafts which transport passengers, freights and mails. One departure and one landing 
on an airport are counted as two movements. Table 1 in Appendix shows that the mean 
of aircraft movements has been increased about 10 per cent during the sample period, 
from 80,708 in 2002 to 88,875 in 2006. The smallest number of aircrafts uses runways 
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in Blackpool airport for the period 2002-2003 and Southend airport during the period 
2004-2006, respectively. Heathrow airport and Gatwick airport have had the largest 
number of aircraft movements. Moreover, both airports are the members of BAA and 
Heathrow airport has as twice as many aircraft movements than Gatwick airport for the 
sample period. 
4.3.2 Types of Input 
4.3.2.1 Input 1: Number of aircraft docking places 
Aircrafts require ground services before taking off or after landing on an airport so 
most airports have parking or docking places for aircrafts. The number of parking lots is 
fixed for the sample period, since it tends to take long time to extend the number. Table 
2 in Appendix illustrates that two airports of BAA, Heathrow airport and Gatwick 
airport, have the largest number of aircraft parking lots (233 and 110) and Manchester 
airport (107) takes the third place. Contrarily, Blackpool airport (4) and Humberside 
airport (7) have had the smallest number of aircrafts parking places. 
4.3.2.2 Input 2 and Input3: Number of runways and Length of runways 
The length of runway is the sum of total length of all runways at a sample aIrport. 
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In spite of a large number of runways, some airports have relatively short runway length. 
For example, although Aberdeen airport of BAA and Blackpool airport have the biggest 
number of runway (7 and 6), the total length of runways is relatIvely short (6.392 and 
7.49 kilometres). Furthermore, two airports, Manchester airport and Belfast 
International airport, have four numbers of runways and the total length of runways is 
relatively long. That is, there is no relationship between runway numbers and length. 
Heathrow airport has the longest runway (15.122 kilometres) and both London City 
airport and Southend airport have the shortest runway (3016 and 3.210 kilometres). 
4.3.2.3 Input 4: Number of employees 
Table 4.1 illustrates that the average number of employees has risen steadily from 
528 in 2002 to 575 in 2006. Total fifteen airports have expanded the number of workers, 
while nine airports have reduced. Three airports of BAA (Heathrow, Stansted, and 
Gatwick airport) have employed the largest number of employees between 2002 and 
2006. Heathrow airport and Stansted airport have augmented the number of workers 
from 3329 in 2002 to 4080 in 2006 and from 705 in 2002 1060 in 2006, respectively. 
Especially, the increased percentage of employees of both Exeter airport and Blackpool 
airport is the greatest, 79.7 per cent and 62.2 per cent, respectively. 
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The number of employees in Manchester airport has been reduced from 1706 to 
1382 that is the biggest decreased index, during the sample period. Newcastle airport 
has discharged the greatest percentage of workers, 34 8 per cent, from 511 in 2002 to 
333 in 2006. In addition, Bournemouth, Edinburgh, Norwich, Southend, Leeds Bradford 
airport have had the fluctuated number of employees. 
4.3 2.4 Input 5: Operating expenditure 
Between 2002 and 2006 the average expenditure for airports operation has been 
increased 15.7 per cent from GBP 65,391.7 and GBP 81,058.3 in Table 4.1. Twenty-one 
of twenty-four airports have expanded the cost for operation, whilst only three airports 
have reduced. Two airports of BAA, Heathrow airport and Gatwick airport, have 
expended the largest cost on airports operation. Heathrow airport has spent GBP 
579,200 in 2002 and GBP 780,300 in 2006 and Gatwick airport has paid GBP 220,800 
in 2002 and GBP 208,900 in 2006 on the operation. Airports which have the greatest 
operational expenditure in terms of the percentage for the sample periods are Blackpool 
airport (138.5 per cent), Exeter airport (98.8 per cent), and Humberside airport (49.3 per 
cent). 
Liverpool airport has reduced the operational cost by 29.5 per cent, from GBP 
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14,900 to GBP 10,500. Bristol airport and Belfast International airport also have 
reduced the management cost by 19.7 per cent and 2.2 per cent, respectively, during the 
period. Especially, only Liverpool airport has saved the expenditure for airport 
management, expanding the number of employees. 
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4.4 Results 
4.4.1 The Cross-sectional Models: CRS and VRS 
4.4.1.1 Technical Efficiency of24 UKAirports 
Table 4.2 shows the efficiency performance of 24 UK airports in accordance with 
two cross-sectional data models. The eRS and VRS model are under the assumption of 
constant returns to scale and variable returns to scale, respectively. If an airport is on the 
eRS or VRS frontier, the result represents 'one' which means that the airport is either 
fully or 100 per cent efficient. Although the number of perfectly efficient airports in 
both the eRS and VRS model decreases between 2002 and 2004, from 2005 the 
numbers are recovered again. The mean of airports efficiency in the eRS model has 
been increased steadily from 0.731 in 2002 to 0.791 in 2006, while in the VRS model it 
tends to be fluctuated during the sample period. In addition, the variation of the eRS 
model has been reduced steadily for the period, i.e. the efficiency dIfferential between 
24 UK airports is decreased year by year. 
In the eRS model, the technical efficiency of three airports (Blackpool, 
Southampton, Bristol airport) has risen sharply during the period and six airports 
(Exeter, Bournemouth, Leeds Bradford, Luton, Manchester, and Norwich airport) also 
become more efficient steadily. Although the efficiency of Blackpool airport is only 
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<fable 4 2> Efficiency Performance of Cross-sectional Models for DEA 
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
AIrport eRS VRS eRS VRS eRS VRS eRS VRS eRS VRS 
Belfast In 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
London CIty 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Blackpool 0.118 1 0.236 1 0295 1 041 1 0613 1 
BlI1mngham 0.79 0819 0766 0808 077 0.786 0748 0775 0785 0818 
Exeter 0256 1 0238 1 031 1 035 1 0352 1 
HumbersIde 0466 1 0471 1 044 1 0355 1 0323 1 
Bournemouth 0.355 1 0375 1 0.417 1 0485 1 0468 1 
Southampton 0628 1 0636 1 0.772 1 1 1 1 1 
Aberdeen 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bnstol 0.744 0923 0.973 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
CardIffIn 072 1 09 1 0768 1 0782 1 0779 1 
Edmburgh 1 1 0.948 0954 0936 0964 1 1 1 1 
Gatwlck 1 1 1 1 0944 0982 0935 1 0905 1 
Glasgow 1 1 0834 0849 0.847 0865 0928 0.933 0.903 0916 
Heathrow 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Leeds B 0.571 0833 0689 0839 065 0.758 0651 0689 0662 0668 
Liverpool 1 1 073 0823 0668 0765 079 0793 1 1 
Luton 074 0874 0.744 086 082 0901 1 1 0941 0963 
Manchester 0734 0.767 0693 0799 0869 1 0918 1 0842 1 
Newcastle 0859 0897 0654 0.715 081 0847 0.942 0975 08 0803 
Stansted 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
NorwIch 0399 0.7 039 0799 0433 0867 0465 0481 0513 0.574 
Nottmgham 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Southend 016 1 0.145 1 0.107 1 0123 1 0.101 1 
Mean 0731 0951 0726 0935 0744 0.947 0.787 0944 0791 0948 
Standard 0297 0088 028 0093 027 0084 0273 013 0264 0115 
Deviation 
Minimum 0118 07 0145 0715 0107 0758 0123 0481 0101 0574 
Maximum 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
EffiCIent 10 17 7 IS 7 IS 10 18 10 18 
Alfports 
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0.118 in 2002, it is increased by 419.5 per cent, 0.613 in 2006. The efficiency of 
Southampton airport has been also increased by 59.2 per cent, from 0.628 to 1. However, 
four airports (Humberside, Gatwick, Glasgow, and Southend airport) efficiency have 
been declined. The efficiency of Humberside airport has been reduced from 0.466 in 
2002 to 0.323 in 2006. An average of 10 per cent efficiency is decreased at both 
Gatwick airport and Glasgow airport. 
The number of perfectly efficient airports in the VRS model is almost twice as 
many as the number in the CRS model. In the VRS model, eleven airports have been 
fully efficient during the sample period (Belfast International, London City, Exeter, 
Humberside, Bournemouth, Southampton, Aberdeen, Cardiff International, Heatbrow, 
Stansted, and Nottingham East Midland airport). Bristol airport has been also fully 
efficient except the fIrst sample year, 2002. The efficiency of both Birmingham airport 
and Newcastle airport has been fluctuated and the efficiency state of Leeds Bradford 
airport and Norwich airport has got worse by -19 per cent. 
There is a considerable efficiency difference between the CRS and VRS model. 
For instance, the CRS efficiency of Southend airport is 0.16 in 2002 and 0.101 in 2006, 
while the VRS efficiency represents perfect efficiency, I, for the penod. Blackpool, 
Exeter, Humberside, and Boumemouth airport also have a great differential between 
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both models. On the contrary, the efficiency performance of the CRS and VRS model of 
a few airports such as Birmingham, Edinburgh, Gatwick, Glasgow, Manchester, and 
Newcastle airport is similar. 
4.4.1.2 Ownership Effect: the CRS and VRS model 
Three airports of BAA (Aberdeen, Heathrow, and Stansted airport), one airport of 
Manchester Airport PLC (Nottingham East Midland airport), and one airport of TBI 
PLC (Belfast International airport) are on both the CRS and VRS frontier for the sample 
period. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the efficiency performance of three UK airports 
groups in accordance with applied cross-sectional models. Two models, the CRS model 
and VRS model, illustrate different effiCIency performance. According to Table 4.3, the 
private airports groups (BAA and TB!) are more efficient than state-owned group 
(Manchester Airport). The average efficiency of BAA and TBI is 0.949 and 0.88, 
respectively, which are higher than Manchester Airport (0.66). 
On the other hand, the result of the VRS model is at variance with the CRS modeL 
Table 4.4 illustrates that there is not much efficiency difference between three groups. 
BAA is on the nearest point of the VRS frontier and Manchester Airport group is only 
o 5 per cent more efficient than TBI. 
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<Table 4.3> CRS Efficiency Perfonnance of Three Airports Groups 
eRS 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Mean 
BAA 0947 0.917 0.928 098 0973 0949 
MAN 0639 0635 0682 069 0658 066 
TB! 082 0881 0863 0927 0907 088 
<Table 4.4> VRS Efficiency Perfonnance of Three Airports Groups 
VRS 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Mean 
BAA 1 0972 0973 099 0988 0985 
MAN 0942 095 1 1 1 • 0978 
TB! 0958 0953 0.967 1 0988 0973 
4.4.2 The Panel Data Model: Malmquist TFP Index model 
The Malmquist Total Factor Productivity (TFP) index model is composed of two 
components: efficiency change (EFFCH) and technical change (TECHCH). Table 4.5 
indicates the cumulative productivity with both efficiency change and technical change 
indices. As has mentioned before, the value ofTFPCH is found by multiplying EFFCH 
by TECHCH. The Malmquist index model is also based on the Constant Retums to 
Scale and uses geometric means. The geometric mean of EFFCH is 0.3 per cent higher 
than the mean of TECHCH. Moreover, the mean of TPFCH is 1.056, i.e. the 
productivity of24 UK airports has been increased 5.6 per cent for the period 2002-2006 
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<Table 4.5> MaImquist TFP Indices of24 UK Airports 
Airport EFFCH TECHCH TFPCH 
Belfast International 1 0989 0989 
London City 1 \.017 1017 
Blackpool 1 51 1056 1595 
Binningham 0998 1004 1002 
Exeter 1083 1039 1.126 
Humberside 0912 1.026 0936 
Bournemouth 1071 \.015 1.088 
Southampton 1.123 1006 1.13 
Aberdeen 1 1004 1004 
Bnstol 1077 1072 I 154 
CardilfW 102 I 058 1078 
Edmburgh 1 I 025 1025 
Gatwlck 0975 1062 1036 
Glasgow 0975 1.055 1029 
Heathrow I 0977 0977 
Leeds Bradford 1038 I 057 1097 
Liverpool I I 115 I 115 
Luton 1062 1029 1.092 
Manchester 1035 1.014 1049 
Newcastle 0982 1073 1054 
Stansted I 103 103 
Norwich 1065 0962 1024 
Nottingham I 0998 0998 
Southend 0891 0957 0852 
Mean 1029 1026 1056 
4.4.2.1 Efficiency Change of the Malmquist index 
The first component of the Malmquist index model is efficiency change (EFFCH) 
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which shows the mean of each airport efficiency change. According to Table 4.5, the 
geometric mean of EFFCH is 1.029, i.e. the average efficiency of 24 UK airports has 
been risen 2.9 per cent for the period 2002-2006. Total ten airports represent the 
increased efficiency indices (Blackpool, Southampton, Exeter, Boumemouth, Bristol, 
Cardiff International, Leeds Bradford, Luton, Manchester, and Norwich airport), whilst 
six airports (Birmingham, Humberside, Gatwick, Glasgow, Newcastle, and Southend 
airport) show the decreased indices over the sample period. Additionally, eight airports 
(Belfast International, London city, Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Heathrow, Liverpool, 
Stansted, and Nottingham East Midland airport) have kept the constant efficiency. 
The EFFCH indices of Blackpool airport and Southampton airport is the largest, 51 
per cent and 123 per cent, respectively. However, the value of EFFCH of Southend 
airport is the lowest (-10.9 per cent), i.e. an average efficiency of 10.9 per cent is 
decreased between 2002 and 2006 
4.4.2.2 Technical Change of the MaImquist index 
The second component of the Malmquist index model is technical change 
(TECHCH) which shows the degree of technical innovation. That is, the increased or 
decreased TECHCH index of an airport means that the frontier in the beginning year is 
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moved to outward direction or inward direction in the ending year. Table 4.5 shows the 
geometric mean ofTECHCH across all the 24 airports. The mean ofTECHCH is 1.026, 
i.e. there has been 2.6 per cent increase in the technical efficiency for the period 2002-
2006. In other words, the frontier in 2002 moves to 2.6 per cent upward direction in 
2006. 
The TECHCH indices of 4 airports (Belfast International, Norwich, Nottingham 
East Midland, and Southend airport) have been decreased, while others airports 
increased. Especially, there is no airport that maintains the TECHCH index constantly. 
Both Liverpool airport (11.5 per cent) and Newcastle airport (7.3 per cent) indicate the 
largest rise in the technical innovation, while Southend airport (-4.3 per cent) and 
Norwich airport (-3.8 per cent) show the greatest mward shift of the frontier. 
4.4.2.3 Productivity Change of the Malmquist index 
The Malmquist total factor productivity (TFP) index model shows the value of 
cumulative productivity change. According to Table 4.5, the mean of the Malmquist 
mdex is 1.056 (or 105.6 per cent), i.e. the productivity of24 UK airports is increased 
1.1 per cent a year on average. Especially, 19 of 24 airports indicate positive 
productivity, while five airports (Belfast International, Humberside, Heathrow, 
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Nottingham East Midland, and Southend airport) show negative productivity. Airports 
which illustrate the greatest growth in the productivity are Blackpool airport (59.5 per 
cent), Bristol airport (15.4 per cent), and Exeter airport (126 per cent). The lowest 
productivity is shown by both Southend airport (-14.8 per cent) and Humberside airport 
(-6.4 per cent) 
4.4.2.4 Ownership and efficiency 
Figure 4.2 shows the average productivity change of three UK airports groups in 
terms of the MaIrnquist index model. According to the performance, all components of 
three airports groups are over 100 per cent, i e. the three groups have been developed 
positively. Especially, two fully privatised airports groups (TBI and BAA) are more 
efficient than public airports (Manchester Airport) in terms of efficiency change, 
technical change, and total factor productivity change. The changed indices of TFP of 
TBI and BAA are 5.3 per cent and 3.3 per cent, respectively, while Manchester Airport 
is I 8 per cent. 
The scale efficiency change of Manchester Airport shows the negative growth (-1.2 
per cent) that is the lowest index of three groups, accordmg to Figure 4.3. Two 
privately-owned groups, TBI and BAA, are also more efficient than the state-owned 
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<Figure 4 2> Productivity of Three UK Airports Groups 
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<Figure 4.3> Scale Efficiency of Three UKAirports Groups 
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group in accordance with scale efficiency. The scale efficiency changes of TB! and 
BAA are 1.9 and 1.3 per cent, respectively. 
4.4.3 Weight of Punctuality 
Although punctuality of an airport plays an important role in increasing the 
efficiency or productivity of the airport, it has not been considered seriously because of 
the difficulty of getting the data. In fact, a term of punctuality is related to delays which 
can affect the service for passengers and the management of air traffics. Martin and 
Roman (2001) insist that because of the delays of airports, passengers pay much more 
cost and the reputation of airlines can be damaged. 
Then, can the variable, delays, affect the performance of airports efficiency? This 
research employs the output-oriented estimation model which maximise the outputs, 
using fixed inputs. The variable, delays, is used for the output, i.e. its data is inversed. 
When the inversed delays are maximised, the minimised delays can be achieved. Two 
models are applied to confirm the effect of delays, using three outputs (passenger 
numbers, cargoes weight, and aircraft movements) and five inputs (aircraft docking 
poison numbers, runway numbers, runway length, employee numbers, and operational 
cost). The first model uses four outputs includmg delays and the second model uses 
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three outputs without delays. Comparing the results of two models indicates the 
importance of delays. That is, if there is no differential between two results (including 
delays and excluding delays), the punctuality of airport would not play an import role in 
estimating the efficiency of airports. 
4.4.3.1 Weight of delays: cross-sectional models 
Figure 4.4 shows the weight of delays in the CRS model, comparing two types of 
result. One result is estimated including the variable, delays, the other is evaluated 
excluding delays. The efficiency difference between the results has dwindled from 3.5 
per cent in 2002 to 1.3 per cent in 2006. Especially, there is no efficiency dIfference in 
2005 and the maximum difference is 3.5 per cent in 2002. 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the weight of delays under the VRS model. While there is 1 
per cent in 2002 and 0.6 per cent in 2006 efficiency difference, between 2003 and 2005 
the efficiency of two models is the same. When delays are included, the efficiency index 
is estImated higher than the other model estimated without delays. Moreover, the 
variable, punctuality, tends to be relatively less important factor under the VRS model, 
since there is almost 0 3 per cent difference between two results on average (Figure 4.5). 
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<Figure 4.4> Weight of delays in the CRS Model 
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4.4.3.2 Weight of delays: panel data model 
The Malmquist TFP index model is composed of two components of change: 
efficiency change and technical change. Figure 4.6 shows the weight of delays in tenns 
of efficiency change. The efficiency indices of two types of result have been changed at 
the same time, during the period 2002-2006. About 0.68 per cent efficiency difference is 
founded between two results on average. The greatest difference is 2.6 per cent between 
2004 and 2005 and the smallest dIfference is 0.6 per cent between 2002 and 2003. 
<Figure 4.6> Weight of delays in Efficiency Change 
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The technical change of two kinds of result is illustrated in Figure 4.7. The average 
efficiency difference is about 0.93 per cent and the technical efficiency of two results is 
simIlar. The greatest difference is 5.3 per cent between 2005 and 2006 and the smallest 
difference, 0.7 per cent, is shown between 2003 and 2004. Especially, since 2004 the 
delays may become increasingly important in technical change. 
<Figure 4.7> Weight of delays in Technical Change 
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The TFP change differential between two results averages 1.65 per cent (Figure 
4 8). The performance which excludes delays is almost 3 per cent higher than the other 
result which includes delays for the period 2002-2006. That is, if the Malmquist index 
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model is applIed WIthout delays data, the perfonnance may show 3 per cent over-
estimated result. The largest efficiency difference between two perfonnances is 4 per 
cent between 2004 and 2005 and the minimum value is 1.4 per cent between 2003 and 
2004. 
<Figure 4.8> Weight of delays in TFP Change 
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4.5 Analyses of Results 
The main purpose of this research can be summarised as follows: demonstrating 
the relationship between types of airport ownership and efficiency, assessing which 
method and model are suitable for analyses, and examining the weight of punctuality. 
Especially, the ownership and punctuality effect may be of interest to airports managers, 
agencies and other developers. It is generally believed that the punctuality of an airport 
plays an important role in increasing the efficiency and service quality of the airport. 
However, the result shows that the variable, delays, does not carry much weight with 
estimating the efficiency of airports, according to section 4.4.3. 
There are diverse results related to the technical efficiency and ownership effect in 
accordance with applied methodologies. Indeed, deploying a suitable method is 
important to derive more exact results. DEA has been much more applied to estimate 
the technical efficiency of airports than the parametric method, SFA. DEA is also likely 
to be more useful and effective method to estimate the efficiency of each Decision 
Making Unit (DMU) than both SFAand deterministic methods (CoeIIi, 1995). 
As has been mentioned, DEA is composed of cross-sectional models (the CRS and 
VRS) and panel data model (the Malmquist index model). Although the CRS (or CCR) 
model is under the assumption of constant returns to scale, it is good for relatIvely long-
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tenn data analyses. On the other hand, the VRS (or BCC) model which is under the 
variable returns to scale is suitable for relatively short-tenn data analyses. Moreover, the 
Malmquist index model is based on the constant returns to scale. The Malmquist index 
model has been also used to estimate the productivity change of airports in tenns of 
time periods, using the geometric mean basically. 
4.5.1 Applied DEA model 
Although there are two cross-sectional models for DEA, the CRS model tends to 
be more appropriate for this research because of the disadvantages of the VRS model. 
As stated above, the technical efficiency in the VRS model tends to be overestimated so 
that relatively inefficient airports can become fully efficient (Yoshida and Fujimoto, 
2004). The ratio between used variables provides the infonnation whether the efficiency 
of an airport is overestimated or not, since this research is based on the output-
orientated estimation. That is, an airport which provides less volume of outputs using 
relatively more inputs is inefficient. If a fully efficient airport provides less quantity of 
outputs using relatively more inputs, it is repugnant. 
According to Table 4.2, the mean of efficiency difference between the CRS and 
VRS model is almost 20 per cent. Two airports (Blackpool airport and Southend airport) 
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show not only the greatest difference between two models, but also the overestimated 
performance in the VRS model. The CRS efficiency of Blackpool airport is 0.118 in 
2002 and 0.613 in 2006, while the VRS efficiency is 1 for five years. Additionally, the 
Malmquist index model shows that total factor productivity change of Blackpool airport 
is 1.595 for the period 2002-2006 (Table 4.5). The CRS efficiency of Southend airport 
has been the lowest from 0.16 in 2002 to 0.101 in 2006, even though the VRS efficiency 
is full, 1. Then, the reason why the CRS model is applied can be summarised as follows. 
Firstly, the efficiency of a few airports tends to be overestimated in the VRS model. 
Table 1 and Table 2 in Appendix illustrate that both Blackpool airport and Southend 
airport have managed a small quantity of outputs with relatively more inputs for the 
period 2002-2006. Although the average ranking of Blackpool airport is 22 of 24 in 
terms of outputs quantity, this airport has the second-greatest number of runway (6) and 
its total length is eighth-longest (7.49 kilometres) in the UK. Furthermore, the number 
of passengers who have used the terminals in Southend airport is the lowest. Especially, 
the gap between passenger numbers of Southend airport (24th) and passenger numbers 
of the 23,d airport (Blackpool airport or Norwich airport) is from 20 times in 2002 to 
100 times in 2005. Southend airport also have managed the smallest number of aircrafts 
and weight of cargoes. 
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On the other hand, Southend airport tends to have more number of inputs in 
comparison with controlled outputs. The number of aircraft docking places in Southend 
airport (10) is similar to the number in Bournemouth airport (11) and Exeter airport (10) 
which has managed 100 times as many as passengers. The total length of runways in 
Southend airport (3.21 kilometres) is also similar to the length in Southampton airport 
(3.446 kilometres) which has controlled 200 times as many as passengers and 9 times as 
many as aircraft movements. Although both Blackpool airport and Southend airport 
have managed a small quantity of outputs using relatively more inputs, these airports 
are perfectly efficient in the VRS model. 
Secondly, the eRS model shows few numbers of most efficient leader airports 
from 24 example airports (Bazargan and Vasigh, 2003). Table 4.2 illustrates that the 
percentage of perfectly efficient airports is from 29.2 per cent to 41.7 per cent in the 
eRS model. The VRS model shows that the rate of fully efficient airports is from 62.5 
per cent to 75 per cent. That is, the eRS model can be deployed to identify hub-airports 
or leader airports. 
4.5.2 Weight of ownership 
This research illustrates that privately-owned UK airports groups are more efficient 
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than public airports group. There are two fully private airports groups, BAA Limited 
and TB! PLC, and one state-owned airports group, Manchester Airport PLC in the OK. 
Both cross-sectional and panel data model are applied to evaluate the efficiency of 24 
UK airports and there is a common performance. According to the results of both 
models, the technical efficiency and productivity of two private airports groups are 
better than the public airports group. 
Firstly, the CRS model shows that the technical efficiency of fully privately-owned 
airports groups is higher than the state-owned airport's efficiency in Table 4.3. As has 
been mentioned, not VRS but CRS model is employed in this research. From 2002 to 
2006 the average efficiency of BAA and TBI is 94.9 per cent, 88 per cent, respectively, 
while the technical efficiency of Manchester Airport is 66 per cent. 
Secondly, the Malmquist index model also assesses that the private airports groups 
are more efficient than public airports group in terms of total factor productivity. Figure 
4.2 shows that the TFP indices of TB! and BAA have been increased by 5.3 per cent and 
by 3.3 per cent, respectively, for the sample periods. The TFP change of Manchester 
Airport is about 1.8 per cent which is lower than the private groups. Even though the 
efficiency differential between private and public airports groups is not large, both 
privately-owned airports groups are more efficient. The efficiency change and technical 
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efficiency change indices of TBI and BAA are also higher than Manchester Airport 
(Figure 4.2). In addition, the scale efficiency change of Manchester Airport is 1.2 per 
cent decreased in Figure 4.3, i.e. there has been minus growth. 
4.5.3 Punctuality and efficiency 
Although the variable, delays, is related to punctuality, it tends to be not deeply 
connected with the efficiency estimation of airports. The efficiency differential between 
a perfonnance including delays and a perfonnance excluding delays is not large. Table 
4.6 illustrates the summarised results of section 4.4.3 which shows the importance of 
delays. The value of 'zero' means that there is no differential between two perfonnances, 
i.e. delay does not have a great influence in evaluating the technical efficiency. 
The average efficiency difference between the CRS and VRS model is 2. I 8 per 
cent and 0.32 per cent, respectively. The value of the Malmquist index is 1.65 per cent. 
The maximum difference among the five models is -5.3 per cent in TCHCH and the 
smallest difference is zero in the CRS and VRS model. That is, there is no serious 
problem to evaluate airports efficiency even though delays are excluded. 
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<fable 4.6> Weight of delays 
Model Mean(%) Maximum(%) Minimum(%) 
CRS 2.18 3.7 0 
VRS 0.32 1 0 
ECCH - 0 68 -2.6 0.6 
TCHCH - 0.93 -5.3 0.7 
TFPCH - 1.65 -4 - 1.4 
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4.6. Conclusion 
The main purpose of this research is to estimate the ownership effect of three UK 
airports groups and to demonstrate the weight of punctuality of airports. To evaluate the 
technical efficiency and productivity change, both cro~s-sectional model (the CRS 
model) and the Malmquist TFP index model are applied. Since the efficiency 
performance of the VRS model tends to be overestimated, this research employs the 
CRS model for cross-sectional model for DEA. 
Firstly, the technical efficiency of the VRS model tends to be overestimated. Two 
airports, Blackpool aIrport and Southend airport, are estimated as fully efficient airports 
in the VRS model. However, the airports have managed a small quantity of outputs 
using relatively more inputs. Secondly, the CRS model is usefully to find few leader or 
hub airports, since it is basically under the assumption of constant returns to scale. For 
the period 2002-2006, the average number of perfectly efficient airports in the CRS and 
VRS model is 9 and 17, respectively. 
Increased competition caused by privatisation has had a positive effect on the 
efficiency or productivity of 24 UK airports for the period 2002-2006. Both private 
airports groups, BAA Limited and TBI PLC, are more efficient than state-owned 
airports group, Manchester Airport PLC, in terms of technical efficiency and total factor 
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productivity. The CRS model shows that the efficiency performance of BAA and TBI is 
94.9 per cent and 88 per cent, respectively, whilst the efficiency of Manchester Airport 
is 66 per cent. The Malmquist index model also illustrates that the productivity growth 
of TBI and BAA is 3.5 per cent and 1.5 per cent higher than the growth index of 
Manchester Airport. In addition, the scale efficiency of Manchester Airport has been 
decreased -1.2 percent. 
Additionally, the variable, punctuality (or delays), does not play an important role 
in evaluating the technical efficiency and productivity change. There is maximum 5.3 
per cent difference between a model including delays and a model excluding delays. In 
the CRS model, the average gap between two models is the greatest (2.18 per cent). 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSION 
5.1 Contribution 
This thesis on the efficiency of 24 UK airports can contribute to airport developers, 
mangers and policy makers. According to the results of both CRS cross-sectional model 
and the Malmquist TFP indelx model for DEA, the privately-owned airports groups are 
more efficient than public airports group in terms of outputs and used input resources. 
Furthermore, the scale efficiency and productivity of the private airports groups are 
superior to state-owned airport group. 
The property of overestimation of the VRS cross-sectional model is illustrated in 
this study. Although two airports, Blackpool airport and Southend airport, are fully 
efficient under the VRS model during the sample period, the airports have managed a 
smaller amount of outputs with relatively more inputs. That is, the efficiency of DMUs 
in the VRS model tends to be overestimated. In addition, the CRS model shows few 
leader DMUs or hub airports 
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This thesis also shows the unimportance of the factor, punctuality or delays, in 
terms of estimating the efficiency. Although there have been few studies on evaluating 
the efficiency of airports with delays, because of the difficulty of getting the data, this 
study uses the variable, delays. Two models are used: one includes delays, the other 
excludes it. The results of two models are similar and the efficiency difference is 
between 0 and 5.3 per cent. That is, there may be no serious result difference even if 
delays are not included. 
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5.2 Further Research 
5.2.1 Methodology 
Future research needs to employ both DEA and SFA methods and compare the 
results. This thesis uses only DEA models because of drawbacks of SFA. However, both 
methods are applied in the future research. The compared results would be interesting, 
since although DEA represents non-parametric methods and SFA is a parametric 
analysis method, both methods are based on the frontier estimating. Moreover, applying 
both methods and comparing the results are needed for explicit effects such as efficiency, 
productivity, and ownership effect. 
In addition, more developed methods and models are needed to solve 
disadvantages of DEA. Because of non-parametric property, DEA cannot show statistic 
inference. The DEA models employed in this thesis are original versions so it is difficult 
to get the random deviations or the measurement errors. However, others developed 
statistical models for DEA not only solve these problems, but make DEA have 
hypothesis tests. Bootstrap techniques can be connected with DEA area, for example. 
DEA can get estimators and estimated efficiency results through the bootstrap. 
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5.2.2 Input data set 
New input data set is necessary to get more exact results. Quasi-fixed input data 
such as airport infrastructure is used in this study so the sample period is five years. 
This is one of drawbacks of this study. Although fixed variables would be suited for 
relatively short term data, it is not good for long-run estimation. Other types of variables 
related to financial properties are necessary to estimate long-run period efficiency and 
productivity change. 
5.2.3 Subject of research 
The technical efficiency change of UK airports before and after privatisation is 
demonstrated in the future research. This thesis illustrates the ownership effect, 
comparing the effiCIency and productivity scores of three UK airports groups for the 
period 2002-2006. Because of the properties of used data, there is limited efficiency 
performance. However, in the next research, there is a comparative study on the 
efficiency change before and after privatisation. 
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Appendix 
<Table 1> Data of Outputs 
Year Arrport Number of WeIght of Arr Transport 
Passengers Cargoes (tons) Movements 
2002 BELFAST In. 3576785 4198852 llO 
2002 LONDON CITY 1602335 0001 54 
2002 BLACKPOOL 70385 62.7765 2 
2002 BIRMINGHAM 8027730 1414869 llO 
2002 EXETER 348403 ll51629 9 
2002 HUMBERSIDE 492433 - 1256135 14 
2002 BOURNEMOUTH 394810 1051063 10 
2002 SOUTHAMPTON 789325 3815725 28 
2002 ABERDEEN 2550477 4380.507 86 
2002 BRISTOL 3445945 4814014 42 
2002 CARDIFF In. 1425436 1351.556 22 
2002 EDINBURGH 6930649 5335808 102 
2002 GATWICK 29627420 2520025 239 
2002 GLASGOW 7803627 5935942 91 
2002 HEATHROW 63362097 1310579 456 
2002 LEEDS RADFORD 1530019 ll4865 28 
2002 LIVERPOOL 2835871 274142 32 
2002 LUTON 6486770 20459.27 59 
2002 MANCHESTER 18809185 ll59562 180 
2002 NEWCASTLE 3426952 3805244 35 
2002 STANSTED 16054522 1931955 150 
2002 NORWICH 279292 9228751 18 
2002 NOTTINGHAM 2782000 269000 57 
2002 SOUTHEND 3708 3256695 3 
2003 BELFASTIn 3976703 4080745 ll6 
2003 LONDON CITY 1470576 0001 53 
2003 BLACKPOOL 186740 571505 2 
2003 BIRMINGHAM 9079172 1234571 ll6 
2003 EXETER 395409 782199 7 
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2003 HUMBERSIDE 517692 945 1365 14 
2003 BOURNEMOUTH 464517 1025027 10 
2003 SOUTHAMPTON 1218634 3220345 28 
2003 ABERDEEN 2509544 3995958 81 
2003 BRISTOL 3915072 5279324 50 
2003 CARDIFF In 1919231 2273306 19 
2003 . EDINBURGH 7481454 5156734 106 
2003 GATWICK 30005262 2334714 237 
2003 GLASGOW 8129867 5790.597 89 
2003 HEATHROW 63495367 1300349 461 
2003 LEEDS RADFORD 2017649 83.884 29 
2003 LIVERPOOL 3177009 2425337 37 
2003 LUTON 6797175 2284978 57 
2003 MANCHESTER 19699256 125731.3 180 
2003 NEWCASTLE 3920204 3499268 44 
2003 STANSTED 18722112 202743 1 162 
2003 NORWICH 280087 301 951 18 
2003 NOTTINGHAM 3663000 232000 57 
2003 SOUTHEND 2340 34.2975 3 
2004 BELFAST In 4407413 4718627 117 
2004 LONDON CITY 1674807 0001 53 
2004 BLACKPOOL 266179 562165 4 
2004 BIRMINGHAM 8862388 1047776 117 
2004 EXETER 621624 5147271 8 
2004 HUMBERSIDE 531277 752.4105 13 
2004 BOURNEMOUTH 499236 1246925 10 
2004 SOUTHAMPTON 1530776 271.7805 35 
2004 ABERDEEN 2635653 4127407 79 
2004 BRISTOL 4647266 5057661 51 
2004 CARDIFF In 1887621 2668958 22 
2004 EDINBURGH 8017577 5598151 108 
2004 GATWICK 31466770 226927 234 
2004 GLASGOW 8575039 8857.945 89 
2004 HEATHROW 67342743 1412019 461 
2004 LEEDS RADFORD 2368604 83 17699 30 
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--
2004 LIVERPOOL 3353350 1650144 41 
2004 LUTON 7535614 2616297 70 
2004 MANCHESTER 21249841 153276 1 197 
2004 NEWCASTLE 4724263 8555186 42 
2004 STANSTED 20910842 2390509 173 
2004 NORWICH 299098 60.294 20 
2004 NOITINGHAM 4259000 247000 57 
2004 SOUTHEND 2858 150425 2 
2005 BELFASTIn 4824271 5132838 39 
2005 LONDON CITY 1996397 0001 53 
2005 BLACKPOOL 377035 61 8975 7 
2005 BIRMINGHAM 9381425 1319522 108 
2005 EXETER 847544 5365942 II 
2005 HUMBERSIDE 460930 II42II5 12 
2005 BOURNEMOUTH 836856 1091755 10 
2005 SOUTHAMPTON 1835784 2039255 38 
2005 ABERDEEN 2853741 4935623 84 
2005 BRISTOL 5253752 4946938 44 
2005 CARDIFF In 1779208 2563 71 17 
2005 EDINBURGH 8456739 5429437 113 
2005 GATWICK 32775695 2320844 245 
2005 GLASGOW 8792915 9036.358 93 
2005 HEATHROW 67913153 1389299 470 
2005 LEEDS RADFORD 2609638 96534 33 
2005 LIVERPOOL 44II243 1479334 41 
2005 LUTON 9147776 2310839 76 
2005 MANCHESTER 22402856 1499674 212 
2005 NEWCASTLE 5200806 801843 52 
2005 STANSTED 21998673 2548II 6 177 
2005 NORWICH 331220 76.II45 17 
2005 NOITINGHAM 4440000 300000 59 
2005 SOUTHEND 3236 534175 2 
2006 BELFAST In 5038692 5039874 44 
2006 LONDON CITY 2358184 0001 61 
2006 BLACKPOOL 552724 549415 \3 
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2006 BIRMINGHAM 9147384 1471835 114 
2006 EXETER 982804 5609.147 14 
2006 HUMBERSIDE 520956 1443095 11 
2006 BOURNEMOUTH 964442 10564 26 14 
2006 SOUTHAMPTON 1912979 1946795 45 
2006 ABERDEEN 3164042 4653314 95 
2006 BRISTOL 5757963 2819632 60 
2006 CARDIFF In 2024428 2212.104 21 
2006 EDINBURGH 8611345 5093854 117 
2006 GATWICK 34163579 2198758 254 
2006 GLASGOW 8848755 6369457 98 
2006 HEATHROW 67527923 1342646 473 
2006 LEEDS RADFORD 2792686 107.189 36 
2006 LIVERPOOL 4963776 9857261 43 
2006 LUTON 9425908 17992 86 88 
2006 MANCHESTER 22442855 1502667 217 
2006 NEWCASTLE 5431976 8190891 55 
2006 STANSTED 23687013 241330.7 181 
2006 NORWICH 455039 1260755 21 
2006 NOTTINGHAM 4158000 295000 56 
2006 SOUTHEND 28217 6955151 2 
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<Table 2> Data ofInputs 
year Auport Arrcraft Number Length Number Operating_ 
Parkmg of of of ExpendIture 
POSItIOns Runways Runways Employee (GBP) 
(Metres) 
2002 BELFAST In. 32 4 9342 253 22.3 
2002 LONDON CITY 13 2 3016 199 252 
2002 BLACKPOOL 4 6 7490 74 3.9 
2002 BIRMINGHAM 53 4 7828 703 686 
2002 EXETER 10 2 4166 177 8.4 
2002 HUMBERSIDE 7 4 6482 149 69 
2002 BOURNEMOUTH 11 2 4542 132 113 
2002 SOUTHAMPTON 12 2 3446 153 114 
2002 ABERDEEN 16 7 6392 203 18 
2002 BRISTOL 30 2 4022 220 305 
2002 CARDIFF In. 17 2 4784 102 127 
2002 EDINBURGH 45 4 8710 383 375 
2002 GATWICK 110 4 11762 1707 2208 
2002 GLASGOW 41 4 7524 456 45.7 
2002 HEATHROW 233 4 15122 3329 5792 
2002 LEEDS ADFORD 24 2 4500 259 15 
2002 LIVERPOOL 28 2 4572 335 149 
2002 LUTON 41 2 4320 421 544 
2002 MANCHESTER 107 4 12190 1706 2158 
2002 NEWCASTLE 30 2 4658 511 222 
2002 STANSTED 69 2 6096 705 1015 
2002 NORWICH 12 2 3682 215 107 
2002 NOTTINGHAM 82 2 5786 222 287 
2002 SOUTHEND 10 2 3210 55 38 
2003 BELFASTln 32 4 9342 232 213 
2003 LONDON CITY 13 2 3016 216 25 
2003 BLACKPOOL 4 6 7490 74 4 
2003 BIRMINGHAM 53 4 7828 685 704 
2003 EXETER 10 2 4166 178 86 
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2003 HUMBERSIDE 7 4 6482 122 69 
2003 BOURNEMOUTH II 2 4542 130 98 
2003 SOUTHAMPTON 12 2 3446 153 116 
2003 ABERDEEN 16 7 6392 220 18 I 
2003 BRISTOL 30 2 4022 194 21 
2003 CARDIFF In 17 2 4784 99 136 
2003 EDINBURGH 45 4 8710 405 404 
2003 GATWICK 110 4 11762 1804 2208 
2003 GLASGOW 41 4 7524 482 494 
2003 HEATHROW 233 4 15122 3628 601.9 
2003 LEEDS ADFORD 24 2 4500 240 15 
2003 LIVERPOOL 28 2 4572 337 22 I 
2003 LUTON 41 2 4320 417 506 
2003 MANCHESTER 107 4 12190 1393 2028 
2003 NEWCASTLE 30 2 4658 483 304 
2003 STANSTED 69 2 6096 855 942 
2003 NORWICH 12 2 3682 203 99 
2003 NOTTINGHAM 82 2 5786 235 294 
2003 SOUTHEND 10 2 3210 53 3.8 
2004 BELFAST In 32 4 9342 217 22.5 
2004 LONDON CITY 13 2 3016 214 248 
2004 BLACKPOOL 4 6 7490 88 5 I 
2004 BIRMINGHAM 53 4 7828 689 722 
2004 EXETER 10 2 4166 211 10 
2004 HUMBERSIDE 7 4 6482 136 78 
2004 BOURNEMOUTH 1I 2 4542 100 9 I 
2004 SOUTHAMPTON 12 2 3446 177 14 I 
2004 ABERDEEN 16 7 6392 232 202 
2004 BRISTOL 30 2 4022 199 203 
2004 CARDIFF In. 17 2 4784 106 154 
2004 EDINBURGH 45 4 8710 429 422 
2004 GATWICK 1I0 4 1I762 1885 2367 
2004 GLASGOW 41 4 7524 475 525 
2004 HEATHROW 233 4 15122 3966 6403 
2004 LEEDS ADFORD 24 2 4500 227 162 
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2004 LIVERPOOL 28 2 4572 350 238 
2004 WTON 41 2 4320 424 53.9 
2004 MANCHESTER 107 4 12190 1146 182.9 
2004 NEWCASTLE 30 2 4658 355 27.6 
2004 STANSTED 69 2 6096 988 109.6 
2004 NORWICH 12 2 3682 209 103 
2004 NOTTINGHAM 82 2 5786 251 305 
2004 SOUTHEND 10 2 3210 49 36 
2005 BELFAST In 32 4 9342 205 185 
2005 LONDON CITY \3 2 3016 216, 268 
2005 BLACKPOOL 4 6 7490 102 73 
2005 BIRMINGHAM 53 4 7828 691 76 
2005 EXETER 10 2 4166 271 133 
2005 HUMBERSIDE 7 4 6482 146 88 
2005 BOURNEMOUTH 11 2 4542 123 87 
2005 SOUTHAMPTON 12 2 3446 188 107 
2005 ABERDEEN 16 7 6392 233 206 
2005 BRISTOL 30 2 4022 200 178 
2005 CARDIFF In 17 2 4784 92 117 
2005 EDINBURGH 45 4 8710 406 435 
2005 GATWlCK 110 4 11762 1877 2477 
2005 GLASGOW 41 4 7524 445 546 
2005 HEATHROW 233 4 15122 4052 7016 
2005 LEEDS ADFORD 24 2 4500 243 19 
2005 LIVERPOOL 28 2 4572 352 234 
2005 WTON 41 2 4320 430 428 
2005 MANCHESTER 107 4 12190 1221 1988 
2005 NEWCASTLE 30 2 4658 332 239 
2005 STANSTED 69 2 6096 1036 119.5 
2005 NORWICH 12 2 3682 204 102 
2005 NOTTINGHAM 82 2 5786 259 349 
2005 SOUTHEND 10 2 3210 48 4 
2006 BELFAST In 32 4 9342 208 21 8 
2006 LONDON CITY 13 2 3016 242 326 
2006 BLACKPOOL 4 6 7490 120 93 
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2006 BIRMINGHAM 53 4 7828 645 756 
2006 EXETER 10 2 4166 318 167 
2006 HUMBERSIDE 7 4 6482 155 103 
2006 BOURNEMOUTH 11 2 4542 134 11.5 
2006 SOUTHAMPTON 12 2 3446 206 132 
2006 ABERDEEN 16 7 6392 232 23 
2006 BRISTOL 30 2 4022 209 243 
2006 CARDIFF In. 17 2 4784 95 162 
2006 EDINBURGH 45 4 8710 387 46 
2006 GATWICK 110 4 11762 1880 2809 
2006 GLASGOW 41 4 7524 427 568 
2006 HEATHROW 233 4 15122 4080 780.3 
2006 LEEDSADFORD 24 2 4500 255 19.7 
2006 LIVERPOOL 28 2 4572 439 105 
2006 LUTON 41 2 4320 454 64.1 
2006 MANCHESTER 107 4 12190 1382 2187 
2006 NEWCASTLE 30 2 4658 333 323 
2006 STANSTED 69 2 6096 1060 1305 
2006 NORWICH 12 2 3682 212 115 
2006 NOTTINGHAM 82 2 5786 267 348 
2006 SOUTHEND 10 2 3210 57 48 
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<Table 3> Data of Delays 
Year Airport Average Delays Reciprocal of 
(Mmutes) Delays 
2002 LONDON CITY 9102324 01098621 
2002 BIRMINGHAM 1448385 00690424 
2002 EDINBURGH 1239329 00806888 
2002 GATWICK 1681676 00594645 
2002 GLASGOW 1430186 0069921 
2002 HEATHROW 1877656 00532579 
2002 LUTON 11 34779 00881229 
2002 MANCHESTER 1808116 00553062 
2002 NEWCASTLE 13 5172 00739798 
2002 STANSTED 1644967 00607915 
2003 LONDON CITY 6805476 01469405 
2003 BIRMINGHAM 1475651 00677667 
2003 EDINBURGH 11 89066 00840996 
2003 GATWICK 1613588 00619737 
2003 GLASGOW 1495016 00668889 
2003 HEATHROW 1868638 00535149 
2003 LUTON 857526 o II66145 
2003 MANCHESTER 1780277 0056171 
2003 NEWCASTLE 1489413 00671405 
2003 STANSTED 11 2667 00887571 
2004 LONDON CITY 6932074 0144257 
2004 BIRMINGHAM 13 58983 00735844 
2004 EDINBURGH 12 II541 00825395 
2004 GATWICK 180258 0055476 
2004 GLASGOW 1417396 00705519 
2004 HEATHROW 1875182 00533282 
2004 LUTON 1088235 00918919 
2004 MANCHESTER 1796584 00556612 
2004 NEWCASTLE 1297573 0077067 
2004 STANSTED 1096925 00911639 
2005 LONDON CITY 9351758 01069318 
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2005 BIRMINGHAM 1584402 00631153 
2005 EDINBURGH 1362495 00733948 
2005 GATWICK 2308642 00433155 
2005 GLASGOW 1548644 00645726 
2005 HEATHROW 1844773 00542072 
2005 LUTON 1009183 00990901 
2005 MANCHESTER 2063561 00484599 
2005 NEWCASTLE 1427823 00700367 
2005 STANSTED 12.14114 00823646 
2006 LONDON CITY 12.3235 00811458 
2006 BIRMINGHAM 1600904 00624647 
2006 EDINBURGH 1428701 00699937 
2006 GATWICK 2435721 00410556 
2006 GLASGOW 1820312 00549356 
2006 HEATHROW 2083303 00480007 
2006 LUTON 1283132 00779343 
2006 MANCHESTER 1987644 00503108 
2006 NEWCASTLE 1506636 0066373 
2006 STANSTED 1546289 0064671 
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